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In the past quarter century, many researchers have begun materials investigations into lowcuring temperature metallizations. These low-temperature metallizations may allow for the
design of complex electronic circuits on low-melting temperature substrates. Metal nanoparticles
are of great interest due to their ability to begin sintering at temperatures as low as 150ºC.
The small size and environmental stability of gold and silver nanoparticles allows them to
be economically and rapidly printed from industrial and commercial printing equipment. Upon
heat treatment above their sintering temperature, these printed nanoparticles form continuous
metallic lines. Gold and silver conductive line widths as small as a few micrometers have been
made using nanoparticles in inkjet and pad printing techniques. Such techniques may also help
decrease the high manufacturing costs associated with other metallization techniques such as
photolithography.
Electronic devices that utilize low-glass transition temperature substrates (such as many
polymers or organic substrates) require metallizations to form at curing temperatures even lower
than the sintering temperature of gold and silver nanoparticles. These metallizations must also
exhibit low electrical resistivity (smaller than 10-4 -cm). One application of such low-curing
14

temperature metallizations is in the production of electronic pill antennas that can be used for the
monitoring of medical compliance. Such antennas will require materials with very low electrical
resistivity to reach the radiation efficiency necessary to transmit signals from within the human
body. Gelatin is the predominant material that forms capsules used to administer medication.
Gelatin quickly becomes brittle or degrades when heated to temperatures above 100ºC.
Therefore, electronic pills will require the curing of antenna metallizations at temperatures below
that at which gelatin begins to crack or deform.
To address these needs, silver nanoparticles were produced from the formaldehyde
reduction process in the presence of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and sodium hydroxide. Using a
novel bimodal molecular weight PVP-protection reaction system, these silver nanoparticles were
able to achieve a lower electrical resistivity than was previously reported in the literature for
silver nanoparticles cured at temperatures below their sintering temperature. Silver nanoparticles
could be produced in the size range of 20-200 nm and could be pad printed into high-resolution
antenna patterns.
The electrical resistivity of silver nanoparticles at low curing temperatures (room
temperature to 150ºC) has been scarcely reported and characterized in the literature. Such an
investigation was performed on a new and novel silver nanoparticle synthesis system that used
two molecular weights of PVP simultaneously. After applying heat at a temperature of 60ºC for
10 minutes, the electrical resistivity of silver nanoparticles was as low as 4.0(10)-3 Ω-cm.
Electrical resistivity as low as 7.4(10)-5 Ω-cm could be achieved in these nanoparticles at a
sintering temperature of 190ºC for a sintering time of as little as 10 min.
Silver nanoparticle films also exhibited large differences in electrical resistivity depending
on the respective molecular weight of PVP used during nanoparticle synthesis. After 10 minutes
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of a 115ºC heat treatment, a four orders of magnitude (or greater) difference in resistivity could
be observed between silver nanoparticles synthesized by either PVP of molecular weight 10,000
or PVP of molecular weight 40,000.
To identify the reasons for the difference in electrical resistivity between silver
nanoparticles produced by each respective molecular weight, the surface topology of silver
nanoparticles was imaged using atomic force microscopy. Atomic force microscopy revealed
that, upon drying at room temperature, silver nanoparticles decorated with PVP of molecular
weight 10,000 had numerous areas of exposed silver. These exposed silver areas could then
allow silver-to-silver contact between nanoparticles, which would allow for a highly conductive
electrical pathway between particles. Silver nanoparticles decorated with PVP of molecular
weight 40,000, however, exhibited very few areas of exposed silver, indicating that PVP coated
the samples extensively. Thus, highly conductive pathways were unavailable in these
nanoparticles, leading to poor electrical conduction.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Silver has a long and storied history as a material of practical use in civilization. From
coins, to mirrors, to dentistry, to photography, silver has been critical in practical, creative, and
technological applications. Of considerable interest are the material properties and synthesis of
silver nanoparticles (SNP). The science of SNP size, growth, and shape control has advanced
greatly in the quarter century preceding the writing of this dissertation. SNPs can be synthesized
to single-digit nanometer sizes in a monodisperse manner (Lee et al., 2006). Using the wet
chemical method, 99% of silver ions can be reduced to SNPs in less than three hours (Chou et
al., 2000). The mechanisms that govern the growth of SNPs are also well characterized (Zhang et
al., 1999 and Wang et al., 2006). The application of SNPs is varied, from conductors in printing
systems (Lee et al., 2005, Magdassi et al., 2003, Szczech et al., 2002), to catalysts (Pradhan et
al., 2002), to biosensors (Ren et al., 2005). SNPs can be sintered at low temperatures because of
the changes in surface melting due to energy considerations associated with ultra-fine particles
(which deviate from the behavior of macroscopic particles). The mechanisms for this sintering
process are shown by Zhu and Averback (1996), Mazzone (2000), and Arcidiacono et al. (2004)
using complex molecular dynamics simulations, which generally deal with nanoparticle shearing,
atomic surface diffusion, or grain-boundary diffusion. Post-sintering, these SNPs can form a
continuous silver film that exhibits electrical properties and other material properties that are
similar to that of bulk metallic silver (Lee et al., 2005 and Dearden et al., 2004).
The low resistivity, high printability, and long-term stability of SNPs make them
particularly attractive for the printing of conductive traces in high-efficiency radiofrequency
(RF) applications. One such RF application could be in medication compliance (also known as
medication adherence or concordance) through the prototyping of a RF identification (RFID)
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antenna. Medication compliance is the degree to which a medication is taken according to a
prescribed treatment and is usually measured by the percent of doses taken over a given interval.
Low compliance is common: typical adherence rates for medication range between zero to over
100%. Average compliances measurements are about 50% (McDonald et al., 2002). About onethird of all patients take all their medicine, one-third take some, and the remaining take none.
Sadly, an estimated 125,000 people die of treatable ailments because of poor medication
compliance. A tenth of all hospital admissions are associated with noncompliance, with a
healthcare service expense of approximately $15.2 billion annually. Nursing home admissions
associated with noncompliance lead to additional costs of $31 billion (Nugent et al., 2005).
Similarly, the elderly and other “high medication” groups suffer from poor medication
compliance (at a rate of 26–59%), resulting in a higher rate of admission of these patients to
acute care hospitals (Hughes 2004, Balkrishnan 1998). Other groups that have typically low
medical compliance are urban adolescents (5–15% compliance rate) as well as the mentally ill
(such as those with schizophrenia), whose major cause of relapse is due to noncompliance.
Hughes (2004) estimates the overall cost of non-compliance at $100 billion per year.
Health industry concerns about lack of compliance include inadequate or unsuccessful
therapy, unnecessarily extended treatment, additional physician visits, changed prescriptions, or
increased susceptibility to disease as in the case of immunizations (Winnick et al., 2005). This
non-compliance requires large numbers of excess patients to be studied for both efficacy and
safety, potentially costing tens to hundreds of millions of dollars extra per clinical trial.
Indirect means of monitoring medication compliance include self-reporting by the patient,
pill counting, the use of electronic monitoring devices (such as a bottle that records the time that
a prescription bottle was opened), and reviews of prescription records and claims (Farmar 1999).
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However, many of these indirect methods can be manipulated by the patient and pill counts do
not detect alternating under- and overcompliance. Direct compliance monitoring includes
performing drug assays of blood or urine, the use of drug markers in medication, and direct
observation therapy of patients receiving medication. Drug markers such as riboflavin are not
quantitative. Even direct patient observation is not foolproof when a patient does not completely
swallow medication. Alternative means of monitoring compliance are needed to replace direct
patient observation.
Motivated in part by the need for new technologies that will help monitor medication
compliance in more quantitative and fail-safe ways, the primary objective of this work is to
investigate how materials science can assist in the development of a biocompatible RF antenna
that can be attached to or printed on gelatin capsules to monitor medication compliance. This RF
antenna will have the ability to transmit RF signals from the gelatin pill within the digestive
system to an external receiver (such as a belt pack). This materials investigation thus focuses on
the materials selection criteria necessary to produce small antennas on standard ‘0’ or ‘00’ sized
capsules for low-cost and reliable detection schemes of orally ingestible electronic pills (E-pills).
The physical characteristics of the chosen antenna material are of primary interest. Low
melting temperature substrates (such as gelatin or other biocompatible polymers) will be used as
the surfaces onto which metallizations will be printed. The melting or deformation temperature
of these materials will set an upper limit for the curing temperature of silver antennas. An
electrical resistivity constraint exists due to the need for high-efficiency antennas that can emit
detectable signals from within the body without significant signal loss.
Silver was chosen as a possible prototyping antenna material for many reasons. A
particularly useful characteristic of silver is that it exhibits the lowest electrical resistivity of any
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metal (1.59 µΩ−cm at 20°C). In electronic components, this can lead to a higher Q (quality
factor) in antennas. SNPs also have a proven record as a printing ink (reviewed in Chapter 2) that
can create well-defined patterns (Lahti et al., 1999 and Lee et al., 2005). Current inkjet
technology uses piezo printheads to deliver picoliter-sized droplets of silver or gold
nanoparticles. Because these nanopowders act effectively as pigment inks, the current state-ofthe-art printing technology needs only to be adapted to large-scale printing on biodegradable
substrates. Printing the aforementioned silver antennas requires very thin lines (on the order of a
few hundred microns) to conserve both silver and pill surface real-estate. Fine designs help to
keep silver intake at a minimum. They also help to prevent an increase in pill dissolution time by
allowing more pill surface area to be exposed to stomach fluid after ingestion. In the study of
electronic pills, the development of printing techniques that are compatible with standard capsule
manufacturing machines is attractive, as additional investment would be required to implement a
completely new process. To this end, we explored patterning techniques that can print directly
onto the surface of readily available hard shell capsules, which are predominantly gelatin,
hypromellose (hydroxypropyl methylcellulose), or other biocompatible substrates.
SNPs also have been shown to display particle coalescence (sintering) at temperatures
starting at 150°C—about one-eighth that of silver’s bulk melting temperature (961°C). The
literature shows sintered silver lines that could find use in microelectronic devices, with practical
size limits in the low nanometer range (Bieri et al., 2003 and Dearden et al., 2005). For direct pill
printing, sintering treatments must be kept to temperatures that will not cause melting or
disintegration of gelatin capsules or any alternative biocompatible material. Such materials
include poly-lactic acid, which then may be heated and glued to the surface of a capsule.
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If silver biocompatibility in film or nanoparticulate form can be affirmed (a brief
investigation can be found in Chapter 3), SNPs can become the chosen material for E-pills
because silver, as compared to other noble metals, has an attractive price. A single 5 g vial of
silver nanopowder from chemical supplier Sigma-Aldrich (market value at time of writing: $34
U.S.) can produce 1000 traces based on mass calculations per silver trace (each trace containing
5 mg of silver; see Chapter 2). The cost of comparable platinum nanopowders was $373 U.S. for
a 500 mg sample (more than 110 times the price of silver on a per gram basis). Gold
nanoparticles cost $214 U.S. per gram (31 times the cost of silver on a per gram basis). Even
though the antennas will be of relatively low mass, when possible market demand for detectable
pills may be in the millions of units or more, cost does become a factor. However, since silver is
a precious metal, it typically costs more than other non-noble metals (such as copper) and thus
other metals should be considered. The established methods of synthesizing and printing SNPs,
along with their excellent environmental stability and low cost, makes using silver metal
attractive for developing E-pill prototypes.
Protecting SNPs from uninhibited growth is critical to maintain particle sizes that are small
to allow particle sintering after they have been printed. Much scientific research has been
invested into polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) polymer-controlled growth of SNPs. PVP protects
silver by forming a Ag-PVP complex that limits silver growth (Lee et al., 2005, Chou and Ren,
2000). Under such conditions, stable silver colloids can be formed within the narrow size
distribution of 20-70 nm, which also decreases the sintering temperature of the SNPs to below
200°C.
Experiments with conductive silver lines were performed for the following reasons: (1)
silver material properties are well adapted for high-performance electronic devices, (2) silver ink
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production techniques have been established in the literature, and (3) silver ink can be easily
adapted to pre-existing pad printing, screen-printing, and inkjet technology that are likely
compatible with a variety of SNP ink compositions. Pad printing in particular is used in
commercial printing applications on pills and recent literature efforts show pad printing with
silver particles (Lahti et al., 2004). This is illustrated in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
In reading this dissertation, it would be wise for the reader to remember the following
characteristics of a satisfactory E-pill printing ink system:
1.

Sintering SNPs on external substrates should allow for significant coalescence of particles
to produce a metal foil, which will exhibit decreased electrical resistivity over non-sintered
particles.

2.

SNP inks must be useable in printing systems that can print antenna line widths of at least
100 microns (SNPs should be small enough to create small features on antennas).

3.

Cured silver inks must not cause health risks (such as silver-induced argyria, which is a
skin discoloration associated with ingestion of silver).

4.

The manufacturability (cost, ease, speed of production, etc.) of SNPs for silver ink must be
high as antennas may be applied to a large number of pills.
The necessary low electrical resistivity of SNP antennas will depend on each antenna and

the radiation efficiency necessary to transmit an E-pill signal from within the digestive system to
an external receiver.
The material properties, synthesis, printability, and biocompatibility of silver and silver
conductive lines are reviewed in detail in the next chapter of this dissertation.
Please note that PVP molecular weights will often be designated without the units of
g/mol. This follows the convention of the literature in the production of PVP-protected metal
nanoparticles.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
The synthesis of SNPs is of utmost importance and discussed at length here. The basic
protective mechanisms of PVP are also detailed. A number of methods to produce SNPs are
discussed in hopes of establishing a silver synthesis method that is suitable for creating large
amounts of silver for high manufacturability of E-pill antennas. Other nanoparticle systems are
also discussed to contrast with SNPs and to give examples of alternative metals that might be
useful in E-pill development. Finally, two short sections on printing and biocompatibility are
introduced to establish the rationale of using SNP ink systems. Thus, the object of this chapter is
to provide a context for a general feasibility study of the production of low-temperature
conductive silver antennas on low-melting temperature substrates.
Research in Silver Nanoparticle Synthesis Using the PVP-Protection Mechanism
Silver can be synthesized by a large and diverse number of methods with reducing agents
such as formaldehyde, hydrazine, ethylene glycol, glucose, 2-propanol, N,N-dimethylformamide,
etc. A few methods are presented here to give background to the results obtained in Chapter 4.
The majority of researched methods used some kind of protective agent to control SNP
size by limiting agglomeration and particle coalescence. Among the most popular of agents has
been PVP. The structure of PVP is as follows:

Figure 2-1. Structure of PVP.
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The lone pair of electrons in nitrogen and multiple lone pairs in oxygen are viewed as the
sites mostly likely available for creating a coordinative bond with ionic silver. A brief overview
of the protection scheme is given here.
PVP Protection Mechanism
Zhang et al. (1996) described the mechanism of PVP protection of silver colloids, referencing
the previous work of Hirai et al. (1979), who proposed the formation of metal ion-polymer
complexes. When PVP was used with silver in solution, the chemical equilibrium between metal
ion and polymer effectively lowered the free metal ion concentration due to the presence of very
strong coordinative bonds. Researchers also noted that the hydrophobic backbone of PVP
surrounds metal particles while hydrophilic pendant groups interact with water. Thus, growth of
SNPs was inhibited, but not completely impaired. This steric effect prevented metal
agglomeration. Resulting metal colloids could then become well dispersed in solution.
To explore this mechanism, Zhang et al. applied varying amounts of PVP to the solution
to find the minimal concentration necessary for SNP protection. Silver was reduced in hydrazine
hydrate. With no PVP present, particles grew to sizes larger than 1 micron. An increase in PVP
concentration resulted in decreased silver particle size: beginning at a PVP to AgNO3 ratio
greater than 1.5:1, particle sizes were reduced greatly, indicating a critical ratio. Further PVP
protection became unnecessary, though later studies in the literature have shown various
correlations between PVP content and particle size. TEM micrographs indicated very irregular
shapes and sizes for silver without PVP protection. Such particles were shaped as though they
had been sintered, with significant particle necking. Well-dispersed particles were created at the
critical PVP/AgNO3 mass ratio (1.5:1) as confirmed in TEM micrographs. Such results
demonstrated that SNP size and shape were strongly controlled by PVP content.
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The mechanism of PVP protection was also hypothesized in this publication. Donated
nitrogen and oxygen lone pairs from a vinyl pyrrolidone mer repeat unit may populate the sp
orbital of the silver ion. The linear nature of sp orbitals allows 1 mole of vinyl pyrrolidone to
complex with 1 mole of silver ions. Zhang et al. also hypothesized that the donated lone pairs of
both nitrogen and oxygen occupy the two sp orbitals of silver ion to form the complex
compound.
The reaction is hypothesized to go as follows:

Figure 2-2. Complex formed by PVP and silver ion.
Ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy was performed to investigate the formation of coordinative
bonding between PVP and silver ions. Pure PVP showed no absorption in the UV range. Silver
ions produced an absorption peak at 320 nm due to coordinative bonding with water. This UV
absorption increased at lower wavelengths compared to solutions not containing PVP, the
fraction of which increased as PVP was added. From a theoretical standpoint, this was seen as
PVP-Ag+ complexes substituting for H20-Ag+.
Wang et al. (2005) updated the Zhang et al. mechanism of silver reduction by identifying
where a silver ion is most likely to reside in a PVP molecule after complexing. Silver was
reacted with PVP, glucose, and sodium hydroxide with 80 mL distilled water. The reaction
temperature was held at 60°C. Particles were separated by centrifugation and washed with
distilled water until no NO3- could be traced. PVP, again, was introduced to protect SNPs from
excessive growth and agglomeration. Particles were typically smaller than 50 nm. They proposed
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that a layer of PVP would form on the surface of SNPs. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
data indicated that, compared to the spectrum of PVP alone, the C=O at 1643 cm-1 did not
change, while the C-N peaks at 1019 cm-1 and 1074 cm-1 red-shifted and were strengthened.
Compared to Zhang et al., this data showed that the coordination between N and Ag+ was the
major complexation, as shown in Fig. 2-3:

Figure 2-3. Coordination of silver ion with nitrogen in PVP.
Wang et al. (2005) also observed that, at higher particle diameters (500–1000 nm), the steric
effect was important in the reaction of silver and PVP, preventing coordination between N and
Ag so that the O also coordinated with Ag.
NaOH was used in the reduction reaction to promote a greater reducing ability, but if high
amounts were used (greater than 5:1), particle agglomeration occurred. This effect will be
detailed later in the formaldehyde reduction process of silver ions. Above a molar ratio of 1.4:1,
Ag+ could not be detected by adding Cl- to solution (which would form an AgCl precipitate after
a 24 h period). The authors hypothesized that silver ions had absorbed onto the SNP surface and
formed an electric double layer, which protected the silver colloid from agglomeration. At higher
NaOH concentration (a ratio of 1.6), OH - diffused into the electric double layer and disrupted its
protective power. Then SNPs could agglomerate by allowing PVP molecules to interact. The
authors also indicated that SNPs formed from separate nuclei could interact and form a single
silver colloid, but the mechanism was not described in detail.
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Silver Nanoparticle Reduction Systems
PVP has been used as the primary protective ingredient in a number of silver synthesis
reactions. Several such reactions are discussed in the following sections. The primary focus on
silver synthesis in this present study is the formaldehyde reduction process.
The Polyol Process
Silvert et al. (1997) prepared colloidal silver through the polyol process using ethylene
glycol and PVP of 10,000 MW in a 1:10–1:30 concentration of silver to PVP. The system was
heated at 120°C for 22 h. Silver particles in the range of 10–40 nm were produced, depending
upon PVP concentration. At low concentrations (1:10), the peaks in size histograms were broad,
while at high concentrations (1:30), the peaks were sharply centered around 20 nm. The authors
also expressed an increase in silver reduction rate as PVP concentration was increased.
The advantages to this preparation procedure include the relatively few caustic or toxic
reactants involved. The disadvantage is the excess time necessary for reduction, which would
prove impractical for large-scale manufacture of E-pill silver antennas, where a considerable
number of antennas will be printed.
Monocrystalline particles grew during reaction. Ostwald ripening was cited as the probable
cause for this particle growth, as it could begin at 85°C. The authors also indicated a fast
nucleation rate enhanced by increased PVP concentration. Lower PVP concentrations led to a
longer nucleation period.
Sun et al. (2002) utilized the same method to create nanorods rather than spherical
particles. Such nanorods can be used for the fabrication of nanoelectronics, tough composites,
and scanning probes. Silver synthesis through PVP-protection offered an alternative to the
template form of nanorod synthesis, which used porous or membranous materials. (Harsh
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conditions are necessary to dissolve the templates.) When template-less methods are used by
means of ultraviolet radiation or electroreduction, the silver nanorods were produced with
relatively low yield, poor aspect ratios, or polycrystalline rods. The reaction, like that of Silvert
et al., was performed at high temperatures (160°C) using PVP of MW 55,000 with an Ag+:PVP
ratio of 1:3. Platinum particles also offered sites of heterogeneous nucleation (due to similarities
in crystal structure and lattice parameter). The solution was centrifuged and washed using
acetone (5x by volume) to retrieve SNPs that could be pipetted. Silver had a yellow tint due to
plasmon resonance. Simultaneous addition of both PVP and AgNO3 was critical for formation of
nanorods.
Ostwald ripening was also considered in the Sun et al. study as the basic mechanism for
growth of SNPs. SNPs formed by heterogeneous-nucleation formed to a size of 30 nm in
solution, while homogeneously-formed particles grew to a size of 1–5 nm. Growth of particles at
the elevated reaction temperature, as before in Silvert et al., was sufficiently above the critical
particle radius at which silver particles are unstable in a bimodal size distribution. PVP aids in
the growth of silver along a specific direction. Nanorods larger than 50 nm were eventually
formed at the elevated reaction temperature. Recent research by Jeong et al. (2006) indicates a
renewed interest in both the final silver composition and resistivity of SNPs produced by the
polyol process, with highly practical applications now forming that may be applicable to E-pill
antenna production. Jeong et al. created metallizations for organic thin film transistors that could
be used in liquid crystal and light-emitting diode displays. The vacuum deposition and
photolithographic methods commonly employed in this process become cost-prohibitive to
manufacturing of organic thin film transistors. A simple process that can coat or print silver may
offset some of these costs. Conductor electrode materials must have low resistivity to meet the
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demands of fast switching rates. Previous attempts at using conductive polymer proved unstable
and electrical resistivity was too high for fast switching. For plastic substrates used in some
organic thin film transistors, a low temperature metallization is necessary.
All of these concerns are relatable to the difficulties foreseen in E-pill antenna
manufacture. To create SNPs, silver nitrate, ethylene glycol, and PVP were again used and
reacted at 120°C. Ball milling, ultra sonication, and micron filters were utilized to make the
SNPs suitable for inkjet printing. SNPs were printed using a drop-on-demand piezoelectric
printhead that was designed by Microfab Technologies. The resulting SNPs were created at a
monodisperse 20 nm particle size and contained approximately 3% PVP by mass after synthesis.
The authors performed thermal analysis on the resulting SNPs to attempt to explain the release or
degradation of PVP from the surface of the SNPs. At temperatures above 150ºC, mass loss
occurred in two steps. The mass loss was considered to be caused by removal of PVP capping
molecules. Also, two layers of PVP were the cause of thermal mass loss at higher temperatures:
an inner layer composed of PVP bound to silver and an outer layer consisting of PVP attracted to
itself due to van der Waals interactions.
Formaldehyde Reduction
The use of formaldehyde as the reduction agent of silver ions is of particular interest
because it has been shown effective in creating SNPs that can be inkjet printed (Lee et al., 2005).
The manufacturing qualities of this ink are also of interest as the resulting silver ink chemistry
can reduce hazardous chemicals in the printing workplace. Finally, silver produced from this
process has been characterized in the low-temperature regime in terms of resistivity and sintering
morphology, which gives way for future research in low-temperature conductive inks. The works
referenced in this section provide the main foundation for SNP synthesis in the present study.
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Lee et al. (2005) researched the major inkjet printing methods used to create highly
conductive metallic traces. In previous studies, both silver and gold nanoparticles were used that
were in the size range of 1–20 nm. The solvent in many of these inking systems was toluene. Lee
et al., on the contrary, utilized a water-diethylene glycol system to minimize the presence of
toxic solvents. Water and diethylene glycol were said to be used in commercial inkjet printing
systems. In industrial settings, the use of toluene or other solvents such as α-terpineol could be
released as volatile organic compounds. A SNP system that could be suspended in water could
limit these workplace hazards. Finally, the Lee et al. inking system used a commercial inkjet
printer readily available at the time of research (an Epson R210).
To create suitable ink, the authors used AgNO3 again as the starting silver compound but
used a relatively large amount of PVP (MW 40,000) as well as HCHO and NaOH to create
SNPs. The reaction components were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Room temperature reduction
0.1 M AgNO3
[HCHO]/[Ag+] = 2.96
7.95 g PVP / g Ag
[NaOH]/[Ag+] = 1
The suspension was washed with acetone and the remaining PVP amount was

approximately 5%. This reduction process created SNPs with diameters ranging from 10–50 nm.
The solvent system was 1:1 diethylene glycol to water, which was added to the SNPs. The
particles produced from this reaction could be easily jetted from the nozzles of the Epson R210
when the final ink was filled with 25% w/w SNPs. The electrical resistivity of ink cured at 260ºC
for 3 min was a relatively low 1.6(10)-5 Ω−cm—about 1 order of magnitude higher than that of
bulk silver. A negative aspect of this method of printing in terms of manufacturability was the
high amount of reaction PVP, which increased reaction and washing volume.
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Following Wang et al. (2005), this system, as noted, used NaOH in the reduction process.
The effect of NaOH or other pH-controlling processes was detailed in an earlier paper by Chou
and Lai (2004) and is of interest in the Results and Discussion section of this dissertation
(Chapter 4). The primary reason for addition of NaOH was to keep the pH of the reaction high to
assist HCHO in the reduction process. Reduction of Ag+ in HCHO at room temperature is a slow
process because the reaction depletes existing OH - as the reaction goes forward. The reaction
equation cited by Chou and Ren (2000) is as follows:
Ag+ + HCHO + OH- → Ag(s) + HCOOH + ½H2(g)

(2-1)

The consumption of OH- would limit the reducing effect of silver ions as the reaction
proceeded forward; Chou and Ren attempted to correct for this by addition of the aforementioned
NaOH. The reaction was allowed to proceed over the course of 3 h and the pH was monitored.
The materials used in the reaction were 0.005 M AgNO3 , [HCHO]/[ AgNO3 ] = 4, 9 g PVP (MW
40,000) / g Ag, [NaOH]/[ AgNO3] = 1. Sodium hydroxide above the 1:1 concentration with
AgNO3 produced a large precipitate on the bottom of the reaction vessel. To maintain an alkaline
solution pH in order to move the reaction in Eq. (2-1) forward, Na2CO3 was also used in this
study as a pH buffer. For the reaction with no Na2CO3, the pH fell sharply within the first 10
minutes to pH 5 and asymptotically leveled to pH 4 after a reaction time of approximately 2 h. In
the reaction where [Na2CO3]/[ AgNO3] = 1, the pH began to drop and minimized at a pH = 7
after 20 min and then slowly began to rise. This particle system produced SNPs in the 10–20 nm
range. In the reaction where [Na2 CO3]/[ AgNO3 ] = 2, the pH showed no minima but leveled off
after 3 h. This reaction was less controlled and resulted in 80–100 nm particles. At 24 hours
using a [Na2CO3]/[ AgNO3] = 2, the reaction produced micron sized particles. At [Na2 CO3]/[
AgNO3] = 1, the particle size remained constant for all 24 h of testing. Because of this, the
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authors noted that the interaction between PVP and SNPs was greatly affected by the pH of the
solution.
Incidentally, the pH of the solution was also affected by addition of PVP alone to AgNO3,
indicating that PVP is a weak acid. PVP was noted as being able to combine with hydroxyl ions.
This effect was used to explain how at higher pH, silver was more likely to produce large
particles due to the decreased likelihood of PVP coordination as PVP could also favor
combination with hydroxyl. This may explain why in the reaction with [Na2 CO3]/[ AgNO3] = 1,
the pH started to climb after 20 minutes as PVP released hydroxyl back into solution. The
authors noted that more work is necessary to detail this interaction.
In terms of PVP content in the formaldehyde reduction system, a PVP:AgNO3 mass ratio
of 9.27:1 was deemed sufficient for the production of 10–20 nm SNPs. Greater concentrations of
PVP slowed down the reaction rate appreciably.
From the same research group as the previous study, Chou and Lai (2004) performed a
comprehensive study on the effect of PVP MW in HCHO reduction. The effect of MW of PVP
was stated as unreported prior to Chou and Lai. The components for reaction were as follows:
0.05 M AgNO 3, [HCHO]/[ AgNO 3] = 8, 2–5 g PVP (MW 8,000, 29,000, and 55,000) / g Ag,
[NaOH or Na2CO3]/[ AgNO3] = 4 or 0.0625, respectively. To remove excess PVP following the
reaction, acetone was added at a volume 3–5 times that of the reaction solution volume and the
mixture was then centrifuged in triplicate.
The authors reported that the system turned a very dark color, which implied that very
small silver particles were produced. As these small particles agglomerated in the presence of
PVP of MW 29,000 and 55,000, the color changed gradually to a yellow-green. The use of PVP
of MW 8,000 caused SNPs to agglomerate strongly and settle out of solution. A similar effect
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was shown for SNPs formed by Pastoriza-Santos and Liz-Marzan (2002). The hypothesis for this
difference was that the small PVP molecules did not have sufficient ability to reorganize around
SNPs and therefore were unable to prevent agglomeration. It was also hypothesized that PVP of
higher MW also created a physical barrier that prevented agglomeration.
Using PVP of MW 29,000 and 55,000, silver was synthesized to the 20 nm range while a
small fraction inevitably grew to larger sizes (as much as 120 nm). Using Na2CO3 to control the
reaction rate led to a different reduction path: a white Ag2CO3 precipitate formed indicating that
carbonate ions combined with silver ions. Carbonate was then thought to be hydrolyzed to
produce hydroxyl ions, releasing silver ions to be reduced to silver metal. As the process was
carried out over two steps, the PVP was thought to have more time to coat and protect SNPs. The
use of PVP of lower MW was found to be more efficient at creating small particles (sub-20 nm).
PVP of lower MW was more easily able to reorganize itself around SNPs than higher MW PVP.
The authors expressed the need for future work to confirm this process. A PVP/AgNO3 = 2 was
found sufficient for silver colloid production. Sintering of SNPs began at around 150ºC with
complete sintering at 300ºC.
The mechanism and kinetics of the alkaline ion system used to reduce silver was also
researched (Chou et al., 2005). Again, using AgNO3 (0.167 M), HCHO, and NaOH (0.2 and 0.6
M) as well as PVP of MW 55,000, silver colloids were produced. AgNO3 was the final
component added to the mixture. The reducing power of HCHO increases under the alkaline
condition where
HCHO + 3OH- → HCOO- + 2H20 + 2e- , E = -0.929V.
The kinetics of this conversion were plotted by the authors first under dextrose reduction,
revealing that the conversion of the reaction was 0% for the zero-NaOH state, 40% for the
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(2-2)

NaOH/AgNO3 = 0.67 state, and 80% for the NaOH/AgNO3 = 1.5 state. This experiment
indicated that hydroxyl was necessary for this reaction and that an energy barrier existed for Ag+
reduction to silver metal. The HCHO reaction showed a very fast initial decline in silver ion as
detected by a silver electrode. This was followed by a more gradual decline in silver ion as the
reaction proceeded over 60 min. The rapid decline in silver ion concentration was hypothesized
to be due to the formation of Ag2 O as a quick first reaction step that would help reduce the
energy barrier of colloid formation. Because the reaction proceeded under low pH (starting pH
was 2.5–3.6 due to low initial NaOH concentration), the Ag2O would quickly dissolve back to
release silver ions. Thus, two stages were proposed: that of Ag2O reduction and that of silver ion
to silver metal reduction. The hydrolysis of water, the dissociation of PVP and assumed
combination with hydroxyl, and the chemical reduction of silver ion all participated in pH
changes of the solution that affected silver ion reduction kinetics.
The activation energy from the empirical evidence is about 15.0 kcal/mol. This indicates
that the reaction mechanism is independent of reducing agent and the quantity of NaOH and that
reduction occurs on the surface of existing colloids. The rate of reduction was found to increase
with addition of more NaOH.
Other Silver Nanoparticle Synthesis Reactions
Other systems have been used to prepare SNPs. Here, a few are discussed in brief to
develop a deeper understanding of SNP nucleation and growth. The contrast in electrical
properties between sintered and non-sintered particles is also discussed. Finally, additional
examples will be given of reaction types and curing behavior as may be applied to E-pill
technology.
Of particular interest is deeper insight into the protection mechanism of SNPs by PVP.
Shin et al. (2004) discussed this in terms of a γ-irradiation method of producing SNPs. SNPs
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were shown to be agglomerates about 10 nm in size. Each agglomerate was composed of a few
nanoparticles of about 2 nm. From these observations, the authors inferred that silver particles
aggregated after exposure to γ-irradiation if they were within close range. These particles interact
with PVP to create secondary nanoparticles and the final size of aggregated SNPs is inhibited by
PVP. For PVP of larger MW, the authors claimed that more silver ions were in close proximity
in each PVP backbone, which led to larger final particle sizes. In the previously mentioned
HCHO process, no such aggregation mechanism was identified.
Dearden et al. (2005) performed a study in which the main task was to create low curing
temperature silver ink. Dearden et al. cites two methods used to create low-temperature
conversion of SNPs to continuous metal: the aforementioned sintering properties of
nanoparticles and the use of metallo-organic precursors. Using silver carboxylate, sodium
hydroxide, neodecanoic acid, and many other chemicals, a white precipitate of silver
neodecanoate was produced and suspended into ink. The silver was cured at a number of
temperatures in finer gradations than any previously explored silver study in this dissertation.
The following two results were given: (1) Visual inspection showed that silver cured at 125ºC
did not fully convert to silver and thus resistances were approximately 6 orders of magnitude
greater than that of pure silver and (2) starting at 150ºC, and especially at 175ºC and 200ºC,
silver particles exhibited low resistivity at around (10-5 Ω-cm). The authors cited that the rapid
evaporation of solvent prevented movement of silver and resulted in localized crystal growth
within the nanostructure. Although the low-temperature Resistivity is not as low as one would
need for direct-on-gelatin pill printing of antenna traces, the metallo-organic method could still
prove useful in antenna printing on external polymer substrates.
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Lee et al. (2006) produced monolayer-protected SNPs synthesized in a highly concentrated
(2 M) organic phase. The system used silver nitrate, dodecanoic acid as a capping molecule,
toluene, and sodium borohydride as the reducing agent, among other chemicals. Depending on
materials costs, such a system could be useful in the high manufacturing output of SNPs. The
resulting nanoparticles are a very small 7 nm with a narrow size distribution. However, in
regards to direct-on-pill printing using this technique, this system suffers from a large amount of
dodecane chemisorbed on SNPs, which would increase electrical resistivity. Thermal analysis of
these SNPs reveal that upwards of 25% of the weight of as-synthesized particles is due to the
dodecane capping molecule, which begins to thermally decompose at just under 200ºC.
Moon et al. (2005) discussed the usefulness of SNPs in composite metal/polymer systems.
SNP composites could be used as interconnects in the microelectronics packaging field due to
their low processing temperature, environmentally benign properties, and light weight. Their
instability in harsh environments compared to eutectic materials as well as their high contact
resistance were noted disadvantages. For composite metal-polymer systems, the polymer
increases the overall resistance. The authors showed that decreased particle size increased the
overall silver particle surface area, which led to degradation in circuit performance due to
increased contact resistance. Contact resistance could be greatly decreased if a heat treatment
was applied and particles fused together. As in other SNP systems, surface premelting of the
particles was seen as the primary mechanism of depressing the SNP melting temperature. The
authors cited the belief that, “high surface-area nanopowders result in an increased proportion of
defective interfacial atoms that also cause a depression of the sintering temperature.” The authors
used a combustion chemical vapor condensation method to produce nanoparticles. The resulting
SNPs showed a degree of fusion through this method according to TEM images in the paper. The
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authors annealed particles at 100, 150, 200, and 250ºC. SEM images of annealed particles
revealed that sintering began at 150ºC, following the experimental results of Lee et al. (2005)
and others.
The authors also performed differential scanning calorimetry that revealed strong
exothermic peaks, which may have been due to acidic surfactants. The release of organic
compounds would exhibit an endothermic peak. Calorimetry of this nature may prove useful in
identifying the energies of bonding and de-bonding of PVP molecules.
Magdassi et al. (2003) used trisodium citrate, carboxymethylcellulose, and Disperbyk
dispersing agents at elevated temperature. Lee et al. (2004) also used a citrate solution and added
ice-cold 0.1 M NaBH4 while stirring the system vigorously. As in aforementioned systems, the
solution turned a yellow color and the resulting particle size was 6 nm. The sodium citrate
dihydrate used in solution served as a stabilizer. Incidentally, the authors also created gold
nanoshells over silver nanorods by adding 5 mM HAuCl4 dropwise at room temperature. The
nanoshells were created because of the higher standard reduction potential of the AuCl4-/Au pair
than the Ag+/Ag pair. Silver nanostructures will be oxidized in solution in favor of gold. This
may serve useful in creating a particle system that may prevent any silver release in the human
body upon digestion of E-pills while still allowing for the use of the more inexpensive silver as
the main nanoparticle constituent.
Huang et al. (1993) showed that silver particles could be formed spontaneously in basic 2propanol. This alternate solvent, as compared to typical aqueous solutions, showed that silver
ions were spontaneously reduced in basic solutions which were saturated with air and used
Nafion as a particle stabilizer. This was reported as an “autocatalytic process”. SNPs were 7.4
nm in mean diameter and could form Ag2O if UV light was applied to solution.
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N,N-dimethylformamide was the chosen solvent of Pastoriza-Santos and Liz-Marzan
(2002). The visual observation of the reaction of silver salt in N,N-dimethylformamide showed
color shifts from light yellow to dark brown, then to orange and olive green, and then finally
transparent. Similar color changes will be seen in the HCHO reduction process shown in
Chapters 3 and 4 of this work. To stabilize silver colloids, the authors used 3aminoproplytrimethoxysilane as it readily complexes with silver atoms through its amine
functionality.
Songping and Shuyuan (2005) created micron-sized silver particles using ascorbic acid and
Arabic gum as a dispersing agent. Ammonia was added to control pH. Although larger particles
were formed here, the effects of solution pH were again observed to determine that an increase in
pH led to a decrease in particle size by a factor of two. The authors noted that the reducing power
of ascorbic acid—as with HCHO—is pH dependent. The author also noted that ascorbic acid
exhibits stronger reducing ability at higher temperatures, leading to the formation of more silver
nuclei and smaller particles. It was not acknowledged if rapid nucleation, as described before,
was the reason for smaller particles. This hypothesis is discussed in the following section.
Other Nanoparticle Systems
Other systems are also available for the production of nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles
were produced by Chung et al. (2004) for laser-based curing of inkjet printed ink. As with silver,
the thermophysical properties of these gold nanoparticles were markedly different from bulk
gold. The melting temperature of these nanoparticles was about 300ºC as opposed to 1063ºC for
bulk gold. Without laser curing, though, electrical resistivity proved significantly higher than that
of bulk gold. The authors developed a modified drop-on-demand printing system using ink
droplets of 46 µm diameter (51 pL) deposited at 30 Hz. Continuous lines could be made by
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moving a translation stage at 2 mm/s, leaving a 125 µm line width. The cross-sectional area of
the ink lines was 765 µm2 and was composed of 2–4 nm gold particles. A 100 mW laser cured
the gold particles at a speed of 0.2 mm/s along the gold line, leaving a volcano-shaped cross
section. The ink contained 30–35% gold by mass in toluene. The final ink cross sectional area
after curing was 14.5–17.6 µm2. As the curing wattage was increased to 500 mW and the curing
rate was set to 0.2 mm/s, the authors were able to achieve a sintered resistivity about 3 times that
of bulk gold. This effort may be useful for laser curing silver antennas on substrates without
affecting the underlying substrate as a whole by direct heating.
Bieri et al. (2003) ran a similar experiment, also using ultra-small gold nanoparticles (2–4
nm) heated by an argon laser. The choice of laser wavelength was based on various optical
scattering properties of the gold nanoparticles and of the suspension. At small wavelengths in the
UV and visible range, the penetration depth of light into a sample can be less than one micron.
An argon-ion laser (λ=488 nm) beam guided by fiber optics was absorbed into a 30% (by mass)
gold nanoparticle ink to a depth of only 1 µm below the surface of the gold nanoparticle solution.
The gold particles absorbed the laser light because the solvent (toluene) was translucent to the
laser, thus preventing volumetric boiling that leads to structural problems in the sintered line.
Thus, sintering depth can be controlled by adjusting beam output. The reflectivity spectrum for
silver, like gold, is nearly 100% in the IR-range (Hummel 2003). The speed at which the laser
can be scanned over the surface of traces can be as high as 20 mm/s, depending on the laser pulse
frequency, and thus a pill can be sintered as quickly as every 1 s for a pill of circumference 2 cm
and one coil turn. The authors noted that the method might be useful for delicate substrates
where large thermal stresses can be avoided and curing can be performed at normal
environmental conditions. For E-pill applications, sintering of SNPs may allow for localized
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sintering of SNPs without affecting the underlying gelatin substrate; however, this effect remains
to be seen.
Huang et al. (2003) researched a method of printing gold nanoparticles on delicate plastic
substrates, which may have an influence of developing low-curing temperature silver antennas.
The impetus for the research was to print conductive lines on flexible polymeric substrates that
might be useful in RFID tags, low cost sensors, and disposable electronic devices. Gold
nanoparticles were protected by alkanethiols and dissolved into toluene. Drying of such gold
particles left a non-conductive film due to the presence of alkanethiols but the gold particles
were sintered to create a low-resistivity pattern. Tetraoctylammonium bromide was mixed with
toluene and added to HAuCl4 in deionized water. Alkanethiols of 4–12 carbon atom length were
used in volumes proportional to final gold nanocrystal size. Nanocrystals produced by this
system were 5 nm for the larger crystals and 1.5 nm for the smaller crystals. 3M inkjet
transparencies, Dupont Melinex® films, and silica substrates were used for testing. The
deformation temperature of the transparencies was about 150–180ºC and the Melinex films
withstood upwards of 200ºC. Pipetted gold nanoparticles were first black in color and then
transformed to a shiny gold color upon annealing at 140ºC. A one micron thick line produced a
sheet resistance of less than 0.03 Ω/square, which corresponded to about 70% the bulk gold sheet
resistance. A multifactorial design of experiments was performed to isolate the factors that
increased resistivity at lower temperatures. The larger gold nanoparticles had a reduced
temperature at which conduction occurred, which was explained by the larger volume fraction of
thiols used to protect the smaller nanoparticles. The lower the alkane chain length, the lower the
temperature at which appreciable electrical conductivity was observed. The deposition
temperature, anneal ambient, and post-anneal temperature did not significantly affect the
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temperature at which samples began to conduct. These considerations will play an important
investigative role in the characterization and analysis of the conduction mechanism of SNPs with
varying MW of PVP.
Fievet et al. (1993) prepared micrometer-sized copper particles by the polyol process. A
copper (II) oxide was dispersed in ethylene glycol and D-sorbitol was used as a protective agent.
As in the SNP studies, sodium hydroxide was used as well, to some expected and unexpected
effects compared to silver: reaction rate increased, mean size of copper particles decreased, and
the mean size of copper particles was less dependent on features of the CuO precursor. The
solubility of CuO increased in alkaline conditions, which caused the dissolution step to be
shortened in time. This was the step hypothesized for silver systems (Chou et al., 2005) using
alkaline solutions and NaOH, although Ag2 O was undetectable in those studies. Cu2O was also
detected in the cupric system (as an intermediate phase) and its solubility was also increased in
the D-sorbital:ethylene glycol solution. The rationale given for decreased particle size was the
enhanced rate of Cu I reduction and thus a larger number of nuclei were formed during the shorter
nucleation step. Authors noted that similar reaction kinetics are found with Co(OH)2 and
Ni(OH)2. The reaction kinetics are hypothesized for silver here as well as elsewhere in this
dissertation, but the correlation between increased sodium hydroxide concentration and particle
size has not been characterized extensively outside of the formation of large particles at very
high NaOH concentrations.
Current Silver Printing Applications
Established pad printing, screen printing, and inkjet technology alongside recent advances
in nanoinks may allow for the large-scale manufacture of E-pill antennas. A few printing
methods using silver inks are discussed here. For rheological and/or stability purposes, each
method currently uses metal micro- or nanoparticles to print. In the uncured state, these inks will
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have significantly high resistivity due to contact resistance and lack of particle connectivity.
Sintering of metal traces may be necessary to attain very low resistivity and high signal Q at an
antenna’s resonant frequency. Time consuming heat treatments may introduce an impediment to
large-scale manufacture of RF pills.
Lee et al. (2005) has produced a heat treatment of SNPs below 50 nm, calling for a
sintering temperature above 200°C for a reasonable full sintering of SNPs. At normal SNP
sintering temperatures, direct printing on gelatin or hypromellose capsules and subsequent
sintering will cause pill disintegration. To remedy this, low-temperature curing, localized silveron-capsule sintering (such as with laser treatments), or external-substrate sintering is necessary.
Therefore, the method of printing must take into account how SNPs will conduct—whether by
physical contact, at the risk of lower-efficiency antennas but intact capsules, or by nanoparticle
coalescence, at the risk of deformed or disintegrated substrates. Organic precursors, which may
affect antenna resistance, are a possible alternative. A few printing methods are given here that
show the feasibility of printing conductive silver lines on both cylindrical gelatin capsules and
flat polymeric substrates.
Pad Printing
Pudas et al. (2004) discussed the ink components that went into pad printing (or gravureoffset printing) of electronic conductive lines. Citing the need for fine-line printing for a more
defined feature size, the resolution limits of currently-adopted screen printing methods, and the
general slowness of inkjet printing, Pudas proposed the use of well-established gravure-offset
printing technology. The advantages include higher speed and more-defined patterns in a
relatively simple printing process. This system may prove ideal for creating fine-line conductive
traces for RF E-pill applications, where direct-to-pill or substrate printing may increase the rate
of antenna production.
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To obtain printable patterns, a cliché or gravures plate is created by etching grooves, which
are the negative image of the print. Ink is then applied near the grooves (Figs. 2-4 and 2-5). An
offset-pad or roller, usually of rubber or silicone polymer, is then pressed over the gravure
grooves to pull ink and create a positive pattern to be transferred to a substrate. In Pudas’ work,
conductor inks for ceramic substrates were dried and fired at 600–900ºC.
The inks used by Pudas et al. were traditional ethylcellulose in terpineol and a novel
hydrocarbon resin currently kept as a trade secret licensed to Gwent Electronics. Gravure offset
conductive inks were sometimes diluted forms of screen-printing inks, but the authors used the
hydrocarbon binder to create better features and printability. Mechanical properties such as
doctoring blade angle, doctoring conditions, and silicone filler oils in the pad also affected
printability of patterns as well as ink characteristics such as viscosity, elasticity, solvent
evaporation rate, and capillary number. These considerations will be essential in the antenna
patterns that will ultimately be created for printing on an E-pill: different binders and solvents
affect doctoring conditions and ink properties. Ink vehicle systems used by Pudas et al. (2004)
included cellulose in glycol and water, ethylcellulose in terpineol, ethylcellulose in glycol ether,
and a novel hydrocarbon. Values for such cellulosic systems were 10:1 solvent-to-cellulose
content and ~2% cellulose in the final ink. Terpineol has a boiling point of 219ºC, which limits
the minimum temperature that can be used to dry SNP inks and still maintain good electrical or
physical connectivity between silver particles. The type of hydrocarbon and the glycol ether were
not reported and thus evaporation information for each is unavailable. Pad printing inks used by
Lahti et al. (1999) were constrained by particle size: in order to print narrow conductor lines of at
least 50 microns, the particle size of silver conductive inks had to be less than 1 micron. The
optimal viscosity was found to be between 20 and 40 Pa-s. Thus, SNPs will be ideal for such
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inking systems from both a particle size and rheological point of view. Such inks could also be
printed over a 90º corner of a ceramic substrate with a line resolution of 100 microns. For E-pill
applications, this method shows the feasibility of having a printing process that can handle nonflat substrates like a gelatin capsule. The printing of such inks directly on a gelatin capsule
remains to be seen.

Figure 2-4. Pad printing schematic diagram. a) Ink is placed on a cliché. b) A doctor blade
pushes ink into grooves. c) A silicone pad picks up ink from grooves and transfers ink
to substrate.
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Figure 2-5. Pad printing elements from left: doctor blade, steel cliché, and silicone pad.
Screen Printing
Screen-printing of inks works by use of a finely woven mesh stretched over a light metal
frame that can keep the mesh even. An underlying mask contains the negative of the pattern to be
printed such that ink can only pass through areas that have been removed. The mesh prevents
contact between the mask and a “squeegee”, a device that forces ink through the mesh. This
leaves behind the positive of the image on the substrate, which can then be dried and cured. For
SNPs, terpineol and ethylcellulose can be used as the organic binder to give the ink appropriate
rheology (Pudas et al., 2004). Screen printing paste viscosity is typically about 100 Pa-s.
For the purposes of printing silver antennas onto the surface of a gelatin capsule, this
technique is limited to mostly flat surfaces since the screen is also flat. Printing would be more
difficult on curved substrates like that of gelatin capsules. Therefore, this method is best suited
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when printing a sleeve that is composed of a heat treatable polymer. This sleeve can be wrapped
and glued around a pill. For silver inks, the only limitation is that the silver system must consist
of fine enough particles to slip through the mesh. SNPs are well suited for this application if they
are well dispersed.
Inkjet Printing
Recent advances in inkjet printing have shown excellent line width, uniformity, and
electrical conductivity using ink systems comprised of gold or silver nanoparticles. Discussed
here are the types of printing mechanisms available (commercial and industrial), the limitations
of the inkjet inks, and the methods of curing printed SNP inks. An example of printing regular
inkjet ink in a 360º fashion around 00-size gelatin capsules is shown in Fig. 2-5 (Yu et al., 2007).
The photograph was the result of printing tests performed at the University of Florida.
As previously remarked, a more recent and thorough study of SNPs in inkjet printing
applications is from Lee et al. (2005). His work provided the initial steps of silver formulation
for this work. Lines were of good features, with relatively few satellite points surrounding
conductive lines of 100 micron width. Inkjet printing utilizes either thermal or piezoelectric
printheads, as commonly seen in commercial printers. The nozzle head diameter for a typical
commercial piezoelectric inkjet printer like the Epson R210, tested previously in the literature
(Lee et al., 2005), can be found using the equation that governs the minimal drop diameter,
V = 4/3πr3,

(2-3)

where V is the volume of liquid in a single droplet and r is the radius of the nozzle. The
minimum volume produced by the Epson R210 is 3 pL. Therefore, the diameter of the nozzle can
be approximated by rearranging Eq. 2-3, with a result of 12.4 microns. The SNP size must be
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much smaller—well into the nanometer range—in order to prevent clogging. To this effect,
SNPs should be well adapted to printing from inkjet printers.
A number of heat treatments exist for these lines. If the substrate is heat treatable, then
simply applying direct heat to the lines may be all that is necessary. Silver antennas can be
printed on a biocompatible/non-toxic polymer such as polyimide. These antennas can be sintered
using an oven or hot plate. After sintering, a biocompatible adhesive such as cyanoacrylate can
be applied to the back of the substrate and the entire structure can be wrapped around a capsule.
High antenna manufacture is limited only by substrate heating times.

Figure 2-6. Examples of 360º inkjet prints around pills using inkjet inks.
Lee et al. (2006) used an industrial printer with nozzle diameters of 50 and 38 microns to
print with manual control of both actuation frequency and voltage to optimize jetting and reduce
ink satellites. Previously mentioned studies of printed gold nanoparticles also used similar
manual systems as the basis of laying down ink for their laser curing research. Thus, both
commercial and industrial systems are available for antenna manufacturing.
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Review of Printing Methods
While the Results and Discussion section (Chapter 4) of this dissertation will not go indepth into the details of printing, the rationale for SNPs as a good material for a wide variety of
printing systems has been established through the work of other authors. To sinter on
biocompatible substrates outside of gelatin, nanoparticles are a necessity since the higher
sintering temperatures of larger-sized microparticles causes polymer deformation.
Biocompatibility of Various Silver Compounds and Particles
Because the target of this study is to have a silver antenna printed on a gelatin capsule or a
biocompatible substrate, a general review of silver toxicity in the literature is in order. Both
soluble silver compounds as well as metallic silver will be reviewed and contrasted here for their
potential toxicity or undesirable side effects. Because the silver particles produced in our reaction
(see Chapters 3 and 4) are in reduced form and all remaining reagents are washed in triplicate by
an acetone:water/isopropanol mixture, any remaining reagents will be almost completely
removed and pose no health risk. Therefore, the major focus of this biocompatibility analysis is
on colloidal silver and other forms of metallic silver. Note that 100% silver biocompatibility is
not to be expected as—to the author’s knowledge—no prospective clinical study on colloidal
metal silver has been performed. Therefore, the basic mechanisms of possible silver metal
toxicity are not completely known. Furthermore, none of the following toxicity studies has
determined the toxicity of a relatively pure silver film produced from the sintering of silver
particles. Nonetheless, enough information exists to show that silver in certain forms can have
very bad cosmetic effects if ingested in sufficient doses. Additional considerations and future
work will be briefly outlined in Chapter 5.
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General Health Effects
Drake and Hazelwood (2005) gave a thorough literature review of the health effects of
silver and silver compounds. The authors reported that even ancient civilizations knew of silver’s
antibacterial properties. Surgical prostheses and splints, fungicides, and coinage were all uses of
metallic silver. Soluble silver compounds have been used to treat mental illness, epilepsy,
nicotine addiction, gastroenteritis, syphilis, and gonorrhea. Table 2-1 lists common applications
of silver as adapted from Drake and Hazelwood.
Table 2-1. Uses of silver and silver alloys.
Silver Compounds
Silver and silver alloys
Photography
Jewelry
Batteries
Silverware
Bactericide
Electronic components
Catalysts
Heat sink
Medicinals
Solders
Lubrication
Brazing alloys
Cloud Seeding
Superconductors
Window Coatings
Bactericide
Mirrors
Dental amalgams
Flower Preservative
Bearings
Electroplating
Coinage/medals
Sanitation of:
Swimming Pools
Hot Tubs
Drinking Water
Cosmetics
The authors indicated that the toxicity of a metal was influenced by several factors,
including “the solubility of the metal, the ability of the metal to bind to biological sites, and the
degree to which metal complexes are sequestered or metabolized and excreted”. Previous silver
studies cited by Drake indicated that some silver forms are more toxic than others. The greatest
toxicity differences are between the soluble and insoluble forms. The major exposure pathways
of silver into the human body include the ingestion of silver compounds and colloidal silver
proteins, the inhalation of dust or fumes in occupational settings, skin contact from burn creams
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and jewelry, as well as a host of other medical applications. Soluble silver compounds were
indicated to be more easily absorbed.
Silver nitrate can produce decreased blood pressure, diarrhea, stomach irritation, and
decreased respiration. Low doses of silver salts taken over a prolonged period of time may lead
to fatty degeneration of the liver and kidneys and changes in blood cells. Inhalation and ingestion
of soluble silver compounds or colloidal silver may cause argyria or argyrosis. It is typically not
found to be toxic to the immune, cardiovascular, nervous, or reproductive systems and is not
considered carcinogenic.
Fung and Bowen (1996) also researched the health effects of silver. Historical uses of
silver include the use of Lunar Caustic (silver nitrate) during the Middle Ages for persons with
nervous disorders. Epilepsy was treated with silver nitrate until the late 19th century and silver
arsphenamine was used to treat syphilis. Colloidal silver proteins were commonly used as cold
remedies. More recently, colloidal silver proteins have found resurgence in consumer interest,
having been advertised as a cure-all. To create these colloids, silver nitrate, sodium hydroxide,
and gelatin are mixed together with water to the desired concentration. Fung and Bowen note
that the EPA publishes a Reference Dose of many major chemicals, which estimates the daily
exposure that will likely be of little physiological harm to single individuals during their lifetime.
For oral silver, the exposure recommendation target is less than 5 μg/kg/d. This number is
interpreted as the maximum daily amount in mg, per kg of body weight, per day. For a 5 kg
infant to a 70 kg adult, the dose should be less than 25–350 μg/d. For printed silver folded
antennas on an E-pill, the dimensions are approximately 20 μm in height, 2 mm in width, and 4
cm in length for the worst-case scenario (with a rectangular cross section). Each line is then
approximately 1.7 mg in mass, which is 5 times greater than the EPA guideline. This is for extra-
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large antenna patterns that would cover about 300º of surface area with greater than 50%
coverage. In comparison, a regular diet contains about 90 μg of silver daily. Per the EPA
guidelines, the silver E-pills will be administered primarily to adults. To fall below the EPA
guideline, the antenna material could be made thinner at the expense of higher resistance due to a
decreased silver antenna cross-section. A smaller antenna is also a possible alternative, which
will have to be decided by the electrical engineer finalizing the design. Finally, the amount of
silver actually released into the gastrointestinal fluids of the human body from these antennas
(especially sintered ones) would be of interest in silver biocompatibility studies.
Fung and Bowen reported that colloidal silver proteins at the time of publication contained
about 1–6 ppm (5–30 µg) of silver per dose. An FDA Advisory Expert Panel criticized the lack
of medical effectiveness of a form of silver called “Mild Silver Protein” and the agency later
removed the ingredient from the over-the-counter monograph. For silver salts, 10% may be
absorbed and ingested. Soluble silver salts may corrode the gastrointestinal mucosa. Following
systemic absorption of silver, deposits of silver can be found in the skin, liver, and spleen. The
skin is noted to have a much longer biological half-life of silver than when silver is deposited in
other organs, which may be up to a few months. When silver deposits in the skin, an irreversible
condition known as argyria may be produced and is a common side effect with large doses of
silver. In 1973, the FDA reported 365 medical cases of argyria in the literature. Fung and Bowen
reported a case study of argyria in a 33-year-old woman who treated recurrent oral ulcers with a
silver-containing product. Skin discolorations after one year were identified and biopsies of oral
mucosa and the forearm revealed granules of silver in the dermis, blood vessels, and hair.
In a rare case, a 52-year-old treated duodenal ulcers with 35 g of a silver preparation for
more than 18 years and died of cardiac failure. The autopsy showed dense silver deposits in
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blood vessels, renal glomeruli, and other tissues. A 58-year-old patient who treated pharyngitis
for only 18 months developed generalized argyria. Chelation therapy and D-penicillamine did
not successfully reverse the argyria. A 46-year-old patient who used topical silver to control
gingival bleeding developed generalized argyria after 2½ years. A 68-year-old patient who used
a 1% Mild Silver Protein every night at bedtime for 35 years only developed local argyrosis in
the gingival margin of the mouth. Other cases of inhalation caused nasal argyrosis after six years
of use. The difficulty in all of these case studies was establishing how much silver was ingested
over the course of the home remedy treatment. The difficulty in establishing the total silver dose
in these patients and the reason why certain persons develop argyria at differing exposure lengths
are both barriers to understanding if metallized SNPs could cause argyria, especially after heat
treatment.
Drake and Hazelwood also commented on argyria and argyrosis at length based on a large
number of argyria studies. Localized argyria occurred typically through direct external contact
with silver, as small particles entered through exocrine sweat glands and punctures. Generalized
argyria developed when the bloodstream carried and deposited absorbed silver throughout the
body. Sun-exposed areas were most likely to show skin-affected argyria, as silver salts reduced
to silver metal through UV-reduction. These metal particles, deposited in the skin, were bound as
silver sulfide. In argyria patients, black silver sulfide and silver selenide were often identified as
the particles that caused discoloration. Silver nitrate workers were also at risk of developing
generalized argyria.
In terms of internal organs, silver ions were shown to deposit in the liver due to the
presence of thiol groups. Argyria was noted as the likely mechanism to detoxify silver from
internal tissues and render the metal harmless. Metabolically, silver was absorbed at a 10% rate
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with only 2–4 % remaining in tissues. Silver was measured in urine, blood, and feces, with the
primary form of elimination being through feces. Drake’s view, based on numerous articles
dating back to 1939, was that the discoloration due to argyria was solely associated with soluble
silver compounds. Soluble silver forms complexed primarily with proteins and RNA and DNA
by binding to sulfhydryl, amino, carboxyl, phosphate, and imidazole groups (Fung and Bowen,
1996). On the other hand, metallic silver and insoluble silver compounds were “not readily taken
up by the body”, although Drake and Hazelwood cited a few studies where argyrosis or localized
argyria (such as in the lungs) are developed from silver metal. Drake and Hazelwood noted that
blood-silver concentrations were much higher in workers exposed to soluble silver compounds
than those exposed to metallic silver. Finally, Drake and Hazelwood cited a number of studies
that showed that metallic silver was not soluble in aqueous solutions nor were they solubilized
by any physiological mechanism; therefore, they were more likely to be excreted from the body.
These considerations as to the distinction between the effects of the form of absorbed silver will
be critical in future biocompatibility of a silver antenna that may or may not be protectively
sealed.
Because the use of colloidal silver proteins and silver salts has risen in popularity as overthe-counter drugs, Drake and Hazelwood repeated the following statement from the Food and
Drug Administration: “[The FDA] is not aware of any substantial scientific evidence that
supported the use of over-the-counter colloidal silver ingredients or silver salts for disease
conditions” and declared that “all over-the-counter drug products containing colloidal silver
ingredients or silver salts were not generally recognized as safe and effective”.
Another major toxicological aspect of silver is in pharmaceuticals; namely, through the
silver salts used in skin treatment (Lansdown 2007). Silver sulphadiazine has been used as a
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topical antibacterial agent to treat burn wounds. Patients with 60% burn coverage showed 300
μg/L blood silver concentration and urinary excretion of up to 400 μg/L. The rate of excretion of
this silver may approach 1100 μg/24 hr excretion of silver in injured skin, compared to 1 μg/24
hr for non-injured skin. A decrease in blood leukocytes (50%) and nucleated bone marrow cells
occurred after 24 h in the same treatment with rats. Again, since silver salts react in a much
different manner than solid silver and are absorbed in a larger amount than metallic silver, it is
uncertain if side effects associated with silver salt absorption will develop from solid silver
traces.
Studies of Specific Silver Exposure
To establish the general toxicity of silver, three studies that are pertinent to the
biocompatibility of metallic silver antenna traces are presented here. Based on research from
Drake and Hazelwood as outlined above, three important characteristics of silver arise out of this
study of silver in E-pill applications that dictate biocompatibility: (1) The type of silver (metallic
or soluble compound) (2) the dose of silver and corresponding health effects, and (3) the manner
of silver absorption or method of silver intake. For E-pill antennas, the focus is on metallic, high
dose, ingested silver.
Each of the following studies or set of studies shows the effect of silver toxicity based on a
combination of considerations previously described, although none of these studies combines all
three considerations.
Silver acetate gum
Malcolm et al. (1986) indicated that silver acetate (AgC2H3O2 ) was used for over a decade
as a smoking cessation ingredient in Europe. Accounts indicate that silver chloride solution was
also used in the United States over half a century ago to deter children and adolescents from
smoking. Three controlled, double-blind European studies were cited as effective in reducing the
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number of cigarettes smoked per day, with some studies showing complete smoking cessation. In
Malcolm’s study, smokers were recruited through local media advertisement. Smokers were
given the silver acetate gum using the same formulation as a European product already available.
Each stick of silver acetate gum contained ~6 mg of silver acetate, which yielded 3.9 mg of silver
in each stick of gum. This is approximately the amount of silver contained in a typical E-pill
antenna, depending on the final design. The gum was chewed six times/day for 30 minutes for
three weeks. The total dose per day was then about 23.2 mg (actual percent absorption not
known) and the total study dose was 487 mg. Although argyrism was not found in any of these
patients, although argyrism was one side effect in other silver acetate studies, occurring only 50
times the normal dose was taken in lozenge form. Silver acetate was found by an FDA Advisory
panel to be safe as a nonprescription treatment for smoking cessation and allowed for OTC use,
but later studies proved the gum ineffective for smoking cessation.
This study showed a large dose of silver taken by ingestion could be tolerated, with side
effects linked to the type of silver ingested (silver acetate) rather than to metallic silver.
Food-grade silver foil
Das et al. (2005) reviewed the use of food grade silver foils. This study gives evidence to
the overall safety of ingested silver metal foil that may be analogous to sintered silver antennas
in their material properties. Silver is used in coloring agents for confectionary and alcoholic
beverages. Foil designs are used to add extra-shiny glaze to food preparations in South East
Asian and Middle East Asian countries. Das et al. noted that the average yearly consumption of
silver foil was 275,000 kg in sweets, mughlai meat dishes/desserts, breath fresheners, and many
other foodstuffs. Also noted was that silver was included on the list of food additives by the
FAO/WHO Joint Expert Committee on Food Additives, though it did not specify a daily intake.
European Union legislation from 1994 allowed sliver powder or tiny sheets to be used as
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colorants in specific foods if the silver was more than 99.5% pure. Finally, Das et al. noted that
the FDA in 2003 granted approval to silver ion technology as contact substances that could be
used for antibacterial applications. In the Indian subcontinent, consumption of silver through
silver foils averaged 25–50 mg per day. Previous studies indicated that consumption produced
moderate analgesic effects. Human volunteers fed 50 mg of silver foil daily for 20 days showed
significant hypcholesterolaemic and hypoglycaemic effects. Intake of good-quality silver foils
was said to “be considered safe” by the authors. A critical analysis of the paper showed no
mention as to the effects of argyria induced in persons taking silver foil—a common side effect
in other cases of silver ingestion, though the lack of comment may indicate that metallic silver is
not absorbed to any great extent (Drake et al., 2005). Neither was there mention of long-term
intake of silver, and thus a certain degree of hesitation must be accepted as to the ultimate safety
of silver foil ingestion.
Solid silver biomedical implants
Moussy and Harrison (1994) wrote about the efforts made to improve implantable
biosensors. In their biocompatibility study of electrodes, the degradation of Ag/AgCl electrodes
was tested. Since silver, upon ingestion, is likely to react with chloride, the usefulness of this
research is in understanding how AgCl may react with the human body, especially the stomach.
In their experiment, 1 cm long, 0.20 mm o.d. silver wires were used. One-tenth of a centimeter of
Ag and 0.4 cm of AgCl were exposed. The layer of AgCl was created by immersing a silver
electrode in 0.1 M HCl solution, which is approximately the same as stomach HCl molarity.
Each electrode was implanted subcutaneously in rats for 1- or 2-week periods and then
recovered. The entire implant site was surrounded by a compact, fibrous tissue and the AgCl
electrode completely lost its black color. SEM revealed that the silver chloride layer had
disappeared as early as 1 wk. X-ray fluorescence showed no chloride following 2 weeks
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implantation. Thus, AgCl was lost completely to the biological environment. The authors also
coated the same electrodes with thermally cured Nafion (a perflourinated ionomer) to show that
the electrodes could be protected in the human environment.
The results given here are not completely indicative of what may happen in the
gastrointestinal tract as a silver film passes through. It is unclear if the same biological
mechanisms that caused encapsulation and deterioration of the electrodes would be present in the
digestive system or if a different mechanism would take its place. Future biocompatibility tests
on silver foils should also test for the presence of AgCl to determine whether AgCl dissolves and
is absorbed or if it passivates silver surfaces.
Application of Biocompatibility Analysis to E-pills
While the previous three studies do not definitively argue for or against the ultimate
biocompatibility of silver, they offer significant motivation for a continued biocompatibility
study of silver metal in the digestive system. Such a study would be necessary before large-scale
production of E-pills could begin.
For the purposes of this dissertation, argyria due to silver colloid ingestion could be
mitigated by the sintering treatment applied to the silver traces during the processing of silver
antenna E-pills, but such a conclusion has yet to be reached by the medical literature. Although
SNPs are used in the printing of antennas, a heat treatment somewhat above 150°C causes the
nanoparticles to sinter together and form a mostly continuous network with properties like that of
a normal metal foil (Dearden et al., 2005). Any remaining superficial colloidal silver can be
removed by washing the silver trace with water or other appropriate solvents. Nevertheless, the
author of this dissertation would like to mention that biocompatibility testing of metallic silver
antennas needs much more attention, especially as to the specific amount of silver absorbed from
a silver antenna (that may prove toxic or produce argyria).
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Should silver prove to be the most cost- and manufacturing-friendly of E-pill antenna
materials, epoxy-coating and other polymer-sealing methods may prove suitable to prevent direct
biological degradation and absorption of silver, as previously described by Moussy and Harrison
(1999).
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ink Preparation
In the production of SNPs, the final conductive ink properties, including proper ink
solvents, SNP size, and ink printability, were carefully considered. Many factors must be
considered in materials selection, especially for E-pill applications where size and sintering
effects may be related to final material biocompatibility. In the development of these inks, the
following SNP criteria and preferences were followed:
1.

SNPs below 200 nm were desired with a large portion (> 90%) in the region below 100 nm
for inking and/or sintering purposes.

2.

Relatively high solution molarity (0.1 M) was desired to increase SNP output per reaction
volume.

3.

No non-biocompatible elements or compounds were to be part of the synthesis if they
could not be rinsed out post-reaction.

4.

Reagents were to be low cost for manufacturing purposes.

5.

Reaction time was constrained to be less than 3 hours for manufacturability concerns
(SNPs that could not be prepared quickly and repeatedly were avoided).

6.

Final PVP content in SNP ink was to remain below 5% to minimize the
electricalresistivity of silver antennas when cured (as PVP is a poor conductor).

7.

Ink from SNPs had to show good printability with suitable features for the E-pill
application (less than 50 microns in printed edge variation).

8.

SNP ink should be re-suspendable in a variety of solvents to be useable in a variety of
inking applications.

9.

SNPs should be stable and suspendable for extended periods (a few months) to promote a
long ink shelf life.
SNP film resistivity was tested for its minimum value for various SNP chemistries. Silver

was reduced by HCHO (37% w/w solution) with PVP as a protective agent (Lee et al. 2005) with
modifications to assist in the removal of excess PVP. Compared to the literature, a high solution
molarity was chosen (0.12 M instead of mM concentrations; see Chapter 2) as this study’s focus
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also covers real-world industrial application, where SNP synthesis can happen at a high rate.
Using a larger molarity, naturally, will allow more SNPs to be created per reaction vessel
volume. PVP of various molecular weights (MW) were used: 10,000, 40,000, and 55,000
(PVP10, PVP40, and PVP55, respectively; purchased through Sigma-Aldrich). A 50% w/w
NaOH solution (Sigma-Aldrich) was used.
Basic Ink Synthesis
All reaction steps are to be performed in a fume hood due to toxic volatile
compounds.
1.

Add 32.5 mL of deionized H2O to a large beaker.

2.

Using a magnetic stir bar, mix in 3g of PVP total (approx. 6 min; Sigma-Aldrich and
Aldrich).

3.

Mix in 1.5 g of AgNO3 (approx. 3 min; Fisher Scientific).

4.

Mix in 10 mL of 37% by mass HCHO solution (approx. 6 min; Sigma-Aldrich).

5.

Dropwise (0.1 mL/s), add 1 mL of 50% by mass NaOH solution (approx. 1 hour; SigmaAldrich).

6.

Add approx. 100 mL of acetone to the mixture (approx. 15 min; Fisher Scientific).

7.

Pour the solution into 50 mL centrifuge tubes.

8.

Centrifuge the tubes for approx. 3 min. Pour off the supernatant from the centrifuge tubes.

9.

Wash away any remaining solvent and loose particles with the next solvent.

10.

Add 2 mL deionized H2O or isopropanol to the SNPs left in the tubes and wash again.

11.

Rigorously shake the centrifuge tubes until all SNPs are removed from the bottom of the
tube.

12.

Repeat steps 9, 10 and 11 three times.
The reaction is presented in Fig. 3-1. Reagents may change in quantity depending on the

experiment. Such changes are noted in the Results and Discussion section (Chapter 4) of this
work. Detailed pictures of the actual reaction and reaction colors are presented in Chapter 4.
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SNPs from this procedure were mostly between 10 and 100 nm (see Chapter 4) and are
very difficult to reclaim by centrifuge techniques. The limited solubility of PVP in acetone (Lee
et al., 2005), though, forces SNPs to agglomerate and then separate from solution under
centrifugation, removing all unreacted HCHO, sodium ions, hydroxyl, and silver ions after
pouring off the supernatant. The initial washing step consisted solely of adding a large amount of
acetone of greater than two-parts-to-one to the reaction solution volume. The resulting mixture
was centrifuged for 3 min to remove the vast majority of PVP, but this still did not remove
enough PVP from the surface to promote low electrical resistivity. Therefore, the washing step
was repeated with 2 mL deionized water and 15 mL acetone to re-suspend the particles and wash
away more PVP. The solution was centrifuged for an additional three minutes (Sanders et al.,
2006, Carotenuto et al., 2000, Chen et al., 2007). Finally, the solution had to be washed twice
with a 7.5:1 mixture of acetone:isopropanol to remove any extra silver and allow for printing on
many kinds of hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. Particles can be re-suspended in water,
isopropanol, or ethanol if kept wet following colloid precipitation. The washing process left
relatively pure silver colloids as shown in Chapter 4 in the thermal gravimetric analysis section.
An interesting behavior not noted in the literature was that ultrasonication and filtration were not
enough to remove PVP for low temperature nanoparticle curing. We have found, though, that
rigorous shaking of the resultant solution was necessary to achieve low electrical resistivity at
low curing temperatures (as discussed in Chapter 4). Neither sonication nor vortex shaking was
able to remove enough excess PVP from the surface of SNPs to allow for digital multimeter
readings below a few MΩ at temperatures below 100ºC. This indicates that for PVP removal, at
the chemistry provided above, strong physical agitation is necessary.
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Figure 3-1. Reaction steps and color changes associated with reaction.
After shaking, same line dimensions typically exhibited a drop in resistance of six-order
of magnitude, dropping below the measurement limit of our digital multimeter. Thus, our
electrical resistivity experiments were performed on shaken samples and the electrical resistivity
is reported in Chapter 4. Even with strong physical agitation, PVP is still anticipated to remain
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on the surface of the SNPs, which helped dispersion and allow SNPs to suspend in a wide variety
of solvents.
Analysis Techniques
A brief survey of analysis techniques of SNPs is given in this section that are pertinent to
the goals outlined in the beginning of this chapter.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscope (TEM; JEOL TEM 200CX and JEOL TEM 2010F)
images were taken of SNPs to identify both degree of particle coalescence and SNP size. TEM
images offer high lateral spatial resolution. Samples are typically very thin (less than 200 nm).
Both deflected and undeflected TEM electrons penetrate into a sample to provide signal.
Magnetic lenses deliver signal to a detector such as a fluorescent screen or camera.
Magnification can be upwards of a factor of 106. This high magnification is due to a number of
instrument characteristics: a highly focused electron beam of micron or less diameter; beam
coherence of monoergetic, in-phase electrons (100 keV electrons of wavelength 0.0037 nm, with
higher operating voltages increasing lateral spatial resolution); and a thin sample preparation (<
200 nm) which decreases scattering events.
TEM is necessary to better resolve the true size range of SNPs that may be heavily
agglomerated. Because agglomeration effects are most likely caused by PVP entanglement,
agglomerated SNPs, if not coalesced together during the reduction or washing process, still
should be distinguishable from each other (no connectivity) in TEM. The enhanced spatial
resolution will allow individual SNPs to be resolved to the lowest-sized nanoparticles that
HCHO reduction has been known to produce in large quantities (around a few tens of nm).
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Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JEOL 6330F FESEM) was used to identify SNP
size. Resolution of actual SNPs is limited due to the presence of PVP on the surface of SNPs.
The polymer can be removed by plasma etching the SNP surface to reveal the metal particles
beneath for better imaging of particle shape and degree of sintering.
The imaging principle behind SEM is to scan a material with a focused electron beam with
energy in the range of 5 to 50 keV and current of 10-12 to 10-7 A. A cathode-ray tube
synchronizes with the beam to form the image of the material. The beam penetrates to a depth of
greater than 1 micron with a beam diameter of 10–100 nm, resulting in elastic and inelastic
scattering. Inelastic scattering transfers energy from the electron beam to atomic electrons. If the
energy exceeds the work function of the material, the electron can exit the surface of the material
(Brundle et al., 1992). The surface topography, average atomic number, surface potential
distribution, magnetic domains, crystal orientation, and crystal defects can be imaged. Common
signals are generated by secondary electrons of 1–10 eV energy and those electrons that are
typically within 10 nm of the surface escape and are detected. These secondary electrons provide
image topography due to the variations in the angle of the primary electron beam incidence and
penetration effects at sharp edges. Backscatter electrons leave the material with a large fraction
of the primary beam energy. Backscatter electrons might be more useful for imaging flat surfaces
(Cahn and Lifshin 1993). The imaging capabilities of SEM will aid in the observation of sintered
SNPs.
Thermal Gravimetry
A Perkin-Elmer Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer (TGA) was used to determine the PVP
content remaining on the surface of SNPs. The TGA operates by placing a small amount of
material on a platinum pan and measuring the mass loss as a function of time, temperature, or
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both. Ramp up and hold temperatures were varied to isolate the amount of mass loss at specific
temperature regimes where polymer is likely to burn out of SNPs. Atmospheric air was used
during the burnout process.
Particle Size Analysis Techniques
A Microtrac Nanotrac, model NPA150, was used to determine particle sizes. This method
uses dynamic light scattering to output the number of particles between the size range of 8 nm to
6.54 microns using water as the solvent. Dynamic light scattering directs a light beam—typically
a coherent light source such as a laser—toward moving particles in solution. The light is then
scattered due to the Brownian rotation of particles when acted upon by smaller particles such as
water. The velocity of rotation depends thus on particle size. The scattered light will have a
different frequency than that of the incident beam due to the Doppler effect associated with light
scattering from a rotating particle. Different rotation velocities will thus result in different
frequencies. The beat frequency that arises from the interference of the incident light beam and
the scattered light beam is registered to output the final particle size.
A CPS Instruments Centrifuge (CPSC) model DC24000 was also used to determine
particle sizes of the system. PVC particles were used as the calibration standard. According to
the product literature, the centrifuge uses a light scattering technique and a transparent, highrotation speed centrifuge to measure the sedimentation of particles. Because larger particles
sediment at a faster rate, the particle light scattering response versus time can be measured.
Four-Point Probe
A 4-point probe test system was the chosen method of testing sample sheet resistance. A
LakeShore Cryotronics 120 Current Source provided electrical current and a Keithley 181
Nanovoltmeter measured the induced voltage in each sample. Sheet resistance was obtained
using the general equation for 4-point probe testing,
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(3-1)

Rs = 4.532(V/I),

where Rs is the sheet resistance, V is the output voltage, and I is the input current. The 4point probe correction factor of 4.532 is for a sample much thinner than the 4-point probe
spacing (Neudeck and Pierret, 1993). The probes used in the present study were linear with 1
mm spacing, which was much larger than a typical SNP film thickness of 50 microns. This
correction factor takes into account the geometry of current rings in 4-point test measurements of
thin films.
Current-Voltage Analysis
Current-voltage (I-V) analysis was performed on SNP thin films. A voltage sweep of ±5 V
was applied to the sample via two metal probes. The applied voltage produced an electrical
current, which was measured by a Keithley 2400 ammeter and output to a LabView I-V data
recording module on a personal computer.
Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed using a Veeco Dimension 3100 atomic
force microscope. AFM utilizes small cantilevers that have an inherent spring (force) constant
and resonant frequency. The AFM was performed in “tapping mode”, where the cantilever is
oscillated at a high frequency (between 50 and 500 kHz) that is slightly lower than the resonant
frequency of the cantilever. The oscillating cantilever is then moved over a sample while it
oscillates (Magonov et al., 1997). While operating in tapping mode, AFM can identify both the
topography and the surface properties of a given sample, among other properties.
A certain degree of phase shift in the applied oscillation frequency can be induced
depending on the surface properties (such as stiffness) of a material undergoing tapping-phase
microscopy. As the tip strikes the sample, the degree of tip-sample repulsion at the sample
surface causes a change in the effective force constant of the cantilever (Magonov et al., 1997).
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This change in force constant then leads to a phase shift in the oscillation frequency of the tip
(with harder surfaces causing greater phase shift). Thus, a change in the phase shift can be
interpreted as the change in a surface property (such as stiffness) of a given material.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reader should recall that the ultimate goal of this research is to obtain SNPs that can
achieve low electrical resistivity at relatively low-curing temperatures. These SNPs can aid in the
development of low resistance silver traces on substrates, such as gelatin, that can withstand only
moderate temperatures without deforming. This chapter thus focuses on SNP synthesis
characteristics, control of nanoparticle growth, polymer decoration of SNPs, SNP morphology,
nanoparticle sintering, and other properties that affect the properties of printed SNP films. Where
appropriate, scientific inquiry into the mechanism responsible for each characteristic will also be
discussed. Printability and biocompatibility will be discussed in brief to explain the applicability
of these SNPs to E-pills and other technologies.
Visual Observations
Many qualitative observations were noted in the production of silver. Of these
observations, both solution color and final centrifuge product were of particular interest. The
literature attributes the color changes to plasmon resonance on the silver-solvent or silverpolymer interface (Smitha et al. 2007). Photographs of the reaction process using PVP40 can be
found in Figs. 4-1–4-3. The final centrifuge product listed in the literature (Chou and Lai, 2004)
was a black gel, which was not obtained in this study’s final centrifuge product. The centrifuge
product in the present study was a compact, clumpy solid that could be easily separated and
dispersed upon addition of water or alcohol to produce a very smooth, viscous suspension that
had the consistency of pen inks. Any discrepancies in the visual observations made on SNPs
synthesized here are compared to the literature in forthcoming sections.
A partial list of visual observations is given here for normal SNP synthesis (described in
Chapter 3) that used only one MW of PVP at a time.
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1.

PVP completely dissolved in solution with no extra filtration needed. The solution
remained clear upon addition of PVP.

2.

Solutions containing PVP40 and PVP55 turned a light yellow color within 3 minutes upon
addition of AgNO3 (Fig. 4-1).

3.

Solutions containing PVP10 turned a sandy brown color within 3 minutes upon addition of
AgNO3.

4.

Addition of HCHO caused solutions to turn a dark gold color (Fig. 4-2).

5.

Addition of NaOH led to black droplet formation in the solution where the NaOH initially
mixed with solution. Fizzing occurred. The solution would steadily become caramelcolored after extended reaction time in PVP40 and PVP55 solutions and dark brown in
solutions containing PVP10 (Fig. 4-3a and 4-3b).

6.

Addition of acetone caused caramel-colored solutions to turn dark brown (same color as
PVP10 solutions without acetone; Fig. 4-4). PVP10 solutions remained the same dark
brown color.

7.

After acetone addition, solutions could be completely poured out of the reaction vessel
with a negligible amount of solution sticking to the sides of the vessel walls.

8.

Solutions could be completely centrifuged in approximately 3 minutes, as compared to 20
minutes in the literature.

9.

The supernatant would be clear and the SNPs would sediment at the bottom of the
centrifuge tubes. (Supernantant was poured off.)

10.

A small amount of brown gel appeared on the surface of sedimented SNPs that could be
washed away easily and selectively with water.

11.

The final washed SNPs would clump if no additional solvent was added.

12.

Upon addition of deionized water, propylene glycol, and many other solvents, SNPs would
become a gel after sufficient stirring with no signs of clumping remaining.

13.

Under atmospheric conditions, application of sufficient heat (above 150ºC) to the SNP
films caused the films to turn white.
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Figure 4-1. SNP synthesis reaction color after addition of 3 g PVP40 and 1.5 g AgNO3 to 32.5
mL deionized H2O and 3 minutes of stirring.

Figure 4-2. SNP synthesis reaction color after addition of 10 mL (37% w/w) HCHO and 6
minutes of stirring. The solution already contained stirred PVP and AgNO3 .
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a)

b)

Figure 4-3. SNP synthesis reaction color after addition of 1 mL NaOH (50% w/w) to a solution
already containing stirred PVP, AgNO3, and HCHO. a) After 5 seconds of stirring
NaOH. b) After 30 s of stirring NaOH.

Figure 4-4. SNP synthesis reaction color after addition of 100 mL of acetone to a solution
reacted with NaOH. Reaction color is produced after 30 s of stirring in acetone.
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Inquiry into Visual Observations
Qualitative observations were made on each reaction step listed above. The scientific
background in Chapter 2 on reaction parameters that affecting final SNP characteristics are
recalled here. For the HCHO reduction process, the following trends were reported in the
literature: (1) An increase in reaction rate accompanied an increase in solution alkalinity, (2)
HCHO concentration did not greatly affect reaction kinetics (as long as the HCHO concentration
did not fall below the stoichiometric concentration necessary for complete reduction), (3) a
higher PVP amount decreased the amount of larger agglomerates, and (4) a higher PVP MW
decreased SNP size. These parameters were adjusted to verify the literature findings and to add
to the depth of knowledge about SNP interaction, SNP size, and low-temperature resistivity.
Each contributed to a change in the solution color.
Effects of PVP Amount
The qualitative effects of PVP addition and reaction process were observed. Attempts to
reach the maximum yield of SNPs per solution volume were performed by adding each reagent
consecutively. The saturation limit was first reached by PVP. This established the maximum
initial Ag+ molarity and thus the maximum SNP yield per reaction volume. A high SNP yield
would result in a better cost ratio in terms of silver antennas printed versus amount of reagent.
Note that the mass ratio of PVP:AgNO3 was kept at 2:1. This mass ratio was just above the
1.5:1 ratio that the literature cites as the smallest ratio that would still result in the protection of
SNPs. Adding PVP to the point of near saturation of the solution allowed for a relatively high
solution molarity for silver ions (0.32 M). This equates to 3 g PVP per 10 mL water (23% w/w
starting mass fraction of reagents). At this point, the solution became extremely viscous and a
high stirring power from the stir plate was necessary to cause complete dissolution.
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Compared to the reaction presented in Chapter 3, using PVP40 in a 23% w/w system, the
reaction proceeded with a slightly darker yellow solution color before addition of HCHO.
Addition of HCHO caused more solution darkening. After addition of NaOH, the solution
adopted a brown color rather than a caramel color. Addition of acetone to the solution led to the
typical brown-black color found in non-saturated solutions. Centrifugation, however, led to a
rather large amount of continuous black-brown gel at the bottom of the centrifuge tube that could
not be centrifuged into a mass of loosely aggregated particles as stated in observation #11 above.
Attempts at repeated washing of this gel with acetone and water proved ineffective in
breaking up the gel, though the gel was compacted somewhat upon addition of large amounts of
acetone. This compaction was likely due to acetone scavenging excess water from the gel.
Attempting to selectively pour off acetone and excess reaction radicals also proved difficult, as
the gel was runny. Due to these properties, such a gel’s usefulness is very limited in conductive
inking applications.
Figs. 4-5 and 4-6 show photographic evidence of gel produced from a PVP40 23% w/w
and PVP40 9% w/w solution. Each tube was tilted at approximately 45º from a level surface and
a picture was taken immediately afterward. The gel in the centrifuge tube could be easily shifted
within the tube and showed no evidence of rigidity whatsoever, unlike SNPs produced from
PVP40 9% w/w (using the method in Chapter 3). The 9% w/w system would remain at the
bottom of the tube unless water was used to re-suspend it, often taking 24 hrs for complete resuspension. The following conclusions can be drawn from these observations of a PVP40 23%
w/w reaction system:
1.

Because the solution color remained similar to procedures that produced no gel, the
reduction of silver was assumed to create SNPs. Variations in color were likely due to
increased PVP-SNP interaction due to a smaller reaction volume.
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2.

Because no other viscous elements were added to solution, the gel was determined to be
composed of a large proportion of PVP.

3.

Shaking the gel failed to release useable SNP sediment from the gel.

4.

Attempting to sinter the resulting gel at 190ºC or above caused a bubbling of the gel and a
resulting brown color indicative of a decomposing polymer.

5.

The gel was highly resistive electrically, producing no measurable resistance from a Fluke
digital multimeter.
These observations indicated that PVP was the cause of gelling. Two mechanisms might

have caused PVP to create such a gel: 1) PVP may need to be released from the surface of silver
colloids and/or 2) PVP entanglement prevents excess PVP from being washed away from the
system. Fig. 4-10 in a later section shows a TEM micrograph of silver nanoparticles (synthesized
without NaOH) in a loose gel as described above.
Recall that the reaction chemistry described in Chapter 3 created sediment rather than a
gel. The sediment was shown to have little remaining PVP (will be quantified later in this
chapter). To explain the discrepancy between sediment and gel, it is hypothesized that a highly
viscous PVP reaction system would allow PVP chains to become entangled more easily
(Sperling 2001). This entanglement would create a net-like structure that prevents SNPs from
being released from the numerous entangled PVP molecules. For a short chain of PVP, such as
with PVP10, such entanglement is less likely to occur and SNPs would more likely deflect off
each other.
An increase in water in the system may initially allow PVP chains to slide more easily past
one another. Water was added to the PVP40 23% w/w system after the first centrifugation step,
which did not separate the silver from the gel. Therefore, as the reaction proceeded, especially
after addition of NaOH, PVP chains may have entangled in the local reaction space and created a
PVP-silver network that becomes irreversibly locked. As the reaction proceeded and SNP size
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increased, the particles prevented additional movement of PVP chains. In more dilute systems,
one could imagine that fewer entangled networks may form.
Fig. 4-6 shows the extent of remaining reaction material in PVP40 23% w/w vs. 9% w/w
solutions. Note the transparent sections in the 9% w/w vessel. The actual amount of caramelcolored solution at the bottom of the 9% w/w vessel was very small, non-sticky, and could be
washed away easily with running water. The considerably sticky gel from the 23% w/w solution
required multiple rinses to be removed appreciably. As the brown-black gel was rinsed from the
beaker with a large amount of water, it became caramel colored like the ordinary solution.

Figure 4-5. Two views of gel from a PVP40 23% w/w solution shown in the right centrifuge
tube compared to silver sediment produced by PVP40 9% w/w shown in left tube in
each picture.

Figure 4-6. Excess gel from PVP40 23% w/w solution shown in left beaker as compared to
PVP40 9% w/w excess solution in the right beaker.
Fig. 4-7 shows the sediment from a PVP10 23% w/w solution. This reaction led to only a
small amount of gel. This gel could be removed from the sediment by washing with water and
acetone once more. An appreciable number of large particles appeared, though, which did not
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appear in the PVP10 9% w/w solution. In the PVP10 23% w/w, the SNPs were forced closer
together in solution and therefore coalesced.
The conclusion one could draw from the differences in appearance of gel vs. sediment is
that chain entanglement and high PVP concentration affect the final amount of PVP in the
reclaimed SNPs. Sperling (2006) states that when a polymer chain grows to about 600 backbone
chain atoms, the effects of entanglement become noticeable. In the case of higher MW PVP, the
length of chains allows for easier entanglement such as is the case with PVP40. PVP40 has a
degree of polymerization of about 460 while PVP10 has a degree of polymerization of about
120. Leaving the PVP40 23% w/w solution to dry leaves a solid block of polymer that retains its
rigidity and form, even when struck with a lab spatula. The PVP10 23% w/w sediment can be
broken easily after drying.
The effect of chain entanglement is important in developing ink that does not contain
excess PVP that may increase ink resistivity. Indeed, as will be shown later, PVP40-decorated
particles often failed to exhibit electrical resistance measurements below even 1 MΩ (as
measured by a Fluke digital multimeter) at curing temperatures below 100ºC. PVP10synthesized particles exhibited low electrical resistance (0.3 to 10 Ω) in the range of 100 and
150ºC and, as will be shown, also at room temperature.
Chou and Lai (2004) stated that a black gel was formed in their HCHO reduction of silver,
(but their synthesis was carried out with a two-times smaller ratio of NaOH:AgNO3). TGA
analysis on the gel showed that 8.7% of the collected sample was PVP. This suggested that the
reaction components not only affected kinetics and thermodynamics; they caused SNP trapping
in PVP when the system was not dilute enough, and gels were thus formed.
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These results eventually led to the development of the SNP synthesis method described in
Chapter 3. The final solution molarity (0.12 M) in the present study was necessary for reclaiming
non-gelled silver nanoparticles. Molarity effects have not been widely discussed in the literature.
These inquiries into understanding the causes of SNP entanglement will become important to
final SNP electrical resistivity.

Figure 4-7. PVP10 23% w/w solution sediment following centrifugation.

Figure 4-8. Process of PVP-nanoparticle entanglement of 50 nm SNPs protected by PVP40.
From a research point of view, this section shows that the literature, for the most part, has
not characterized the effects of overall system concentration well; instead, it focused on relative
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solution concentrations such as the ratio of AgNO3 to NaOH. To the author’s knowledge,
polymer entanglement in solution has not been identified in the literature and the data presented
here helps to identify the maximum yield of SNPs per reaction vessel while still obtaining SNPs
than can be used in conductive films.
Coil Conformation Importance
The manner in which PVP limits the growth of SNPs is important in the understanding of
SNP protection. In the growth mechanism, as described multiple times in Chapter 2, growth of
SNPs was first thought to be regulated by a probable Ag2O step that immediately re-dissolved
and formed silver nuclei along a PVP chain. The nucleation step is governed by solution pH
while particle size is dependent on the number of initial nuclei (as more nuclei results in a
distribution of silver mass over a larger number of particles). The key step in this process is the
ability for PVP to arrange itself in a manner that can completely protect growing silver nuclei.
Four models are given in Fig. 4-9 that could describe the process of SNP growth on a PVP chain.
These mechanisms can be understood as either nucleation on multiple sites of a PVP backbone
or growth of a single nanocrystal at a single site. The objective in undergoing this analysis is to
understand how PVP might arrange itself on the surface of relatively large SNPs (~50 nm),
which are produced in this present study. This will allow some qualitative assessment on how
PVP arrangement, MW, and final PVP amount in SNPs can affect final SNP resistivity at low
temperatures. The growth of SNPs might give clues as to how nanoparticles, as depicted in Fig.
4-8, may develop with multiple PVP strands on the surface of each SNP. Fig. 4-9 shows how
silver particles may grow in solution. Fig. 4-9 is not to scale for final particle size vs. PVP chain
size but is given schematically to show how SNPs grow.
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.
Figure 4-9. Four possible models of nucleation and growth of silver ions into SNPs.
The first of these models (described by Yin et al., 2003) shows that PVP chains are the
source of multiple sites of SNP nuclei and subsequent growth (Fig. 4-9a). SNPs grow by
reduction on the surface of each of these nuclei. This would imply that PVP chains are of
sufficient length to accommodate growth of more than a single SNP at once. Such a mechanism
prevents agglomeration by having sufficient PVP material remaining after the growth process to
prevent coalescence of two particles. However, for of short chains and large particles, a difficulty
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arises in applying this model as the chains are folded and their ability to accommodate more than
one particle would be limited. Fig. 4-9a shows how particles could grow to relatively small sizes.
After a short amount of time in reaction, the particles would become too large for any of the
coiled PVP chain sizes used in this study. Ultimately, individual particles would have to fuse and
grow together to obtain the large sizes that were created in this present experiment.
A second mechanism, which is a possible product of the first, could be that silver nuclei
grow on multiple sites of the PVP chain and then fuse together as silver particle-to-particle
distance narrows during SNP growth. Reduction would occur on the surface of these particles
following the LaMer-Dinegar model (Krutyakov et al., 2008). In this case, nuclei do not have
sufficient polymer between them to inhibit growth. Particles would then have a noticeable grain
boundary under TEM. This model is not completely different from the previous model: growth
sites are simply in contact with each other. This model would be able to explain the growth of
large polycrystalline particles. Fig 4-9b shows this process for small particle size. Larger sizes
would obviously change the final number of bonding points of PVP on a SNP.
A third scenario might be as follows: a single silver nucleus grows on a PVP chain and,
due to additional PVP adsorption, no additional coalescence occurs and the SNP grows
independently (Fig. 4-9c). In this scenario, a large SNP (>10 nm) would start to lose coverage
with a PVP molecule as the circumference of the particle begins to exceed the length of chain
available to cover the SNP surface. This would imply that SNPs grow from solution atoms and
the reduction of silver ion occurs on the surface of existing SNPs. As chains are likely to have a
certain conformation, SNPs at larger sizes would require more PVP molecules to attach.
Otherwise, they would suffer from uncontrolled growth as they meet other SNPs. This method
also incorporates the LaMer-Dinegar model insofar as reduction occurs on the surface of SNPs.
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A fourth method is described by Hirai et al. (2001) for palladium chloride particles in PVP
and methanol. In this reduction mechanism, multiple palladium atoms are thought to form along
a single chain. Due to increased surface area of multiple nuclei, these atoms are thought to
aggregate to form nuclei (Fig. 4-9d). This would retain the monocrystallinity of samples as seen
in the literature (Silvert et al., 1997), but does not explain how enough reduced atoms appear
from a single PVP chain or even from neighboring PVP chains. As Shin et al. (2004) suggested,
SNPs grew according to the aggregative model. The PVP chains were thought to coil around a
number of smaller atoms. This mechanism can only be applied for very small nanoparticles. That
said, this evidence is inconclusive for the production of very large SNPs and one would be able
to easily observe this behavior using TEM. This method might also be compatible with the
observations from Van Hyning and Zukoski (1998), who found that reduction of silver
perchlorate by sodium borohydride caused complete reduction of silver within the first few
seconds of reaction. An aggregative growth model was then applied, as was shown in a
following study by Van Hyning et al. (2001). The reactions in those studies, however, did not use
PVP.
The difficulty in multi-site models is the ability for two SNPs of sufficient size to occupy a
single PVP chain. Relatively elongated chains, as given in the second model, are unlikely to be
present in solution. Any polymer in solution is likely to produce coiled chains, as will be
explained later. These coiled chains are too small to support multiple large particles. For the
fourth model, which is also multi-site but on a per-atom basis, Fig. 4-9 schematically represents
the difficulty at which enough silver atoms can be accumulated from a PVP backbone to produce
a monocrystalline SNP or even a polycrystalline SNP of large size, especially at the sizes used in
the present study. Chains would also have to undergo significant folding to allow coordinatively
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complexed atoms to interact with one another. Due to the limitations of chain bending in the
carbon backbone, a release mechanism for silver would be necessary for all of the reduced silver
atoms to re-enter solution and for growth to be appreciable. Such a mechanism has not been
shown in the literature. Because significant thermal energy was found to be a requirement for
debonding of PVP molecules during the sintering process (Jeong et al., 2006), it is difficult to
recognize how such a release process would occur in solution at room temperature. What is
likely to account for creation of larger SNPs is the process found in the third model above:
growth of SNPs occurs by addition of silver atoms onto silver nuclei attached to PVP. Lofton
and Sigmund (2005) indicate that growth of large SNPs may be a product of adatoms finding
energetically stabilized conditions on specific faces of a growing crystal. Growth would be based
on nearest neighbors without the need for nucleation of a new layer of silver atoms. In this case,
the energetically favorable attraction of silver atoms to specific surfaces of silver nuclei would
aid in the growth of large SNPs.
While the exact nucleation and growth mechanism may remain unresolved for some time,
the results of these processes are essentially the same: PVP must provide a steric hindrance to
prevent uncontrolled growth of SNPs. For SNPs as shown in Fig. 4-8, the silver is depicted as a
large, continuous particle decorated with PVP chains on its surface. These chains provide the
steric hindrance necessary for PVP-controlled growth of SNPs. During curing of SNPs, PVP
may be a hindrance to SNP interaction and may be difficult to remove at lower curing
temperatures. The manner of conformation of these chains will be of significant interest to
predict whether these particles cause complete surface coverage and a subsequent increase in
resistivity. In Fig. 4-8, the PVP molecules are intentionally depicted as short, randomly coiled
chains attached to the surface of SNPs. This conformation of PVP is important for the
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understanding that many PVP molecules are likely to decorate the surface of a large SNP and
increase the SNP’s electrical resistivity. The root mean-square distance of an element of a PVP
chain to its center of gravity is given as

,
where

(4-1)

is the root mean-square distance of a chain element from the center of mass of the

chain, l is the chain element length (here, the single vinyl pyrrolidone length), and n is the
number of repeat elements of length l (Flory 1953).
The PVP supplier, Sigma-Aldrich, indicated for PVP designated as “MW 40,000”, the
average mass of each molecule was about 51,000 Da. The mass of a single vinyl pyrrolidone is
111 Da. Therefore, approximately 460 repeat units exist for an average PVP chain. The length of
a carbon-carbon bond is approximately 154 pm. As a result, the radius of gyration, here taken to
be

, is approximately 4.7 nm. The polymer end-to-end distance, or mean size of a PVP

macromolecule, is approximately found from the numerator in Eq. 4-1 and is 6.4 nm. The
contour length of a fully extended polymer is approximately 138 nm. For PVP designated as
“MW 10,000”, the radius of gyration, end-to-end distance, and contour length are 2.4 nm, 3.2
nm, and 34 nm, respectively.
These calculations show that PVP is likely to have a tight chain conformation. A number
of mechanistic effects arise out of these considerations:
1. SNPs greater than a few tens of nanometers are likely to be decorated with a large number of
PVP molecules.
2. PVP coils, trains, or balls cause coverage and protection of SNPs during the reduction
process (Hirai et al., 2001).
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3. Gelling of SNPs is likely an interlocking of surface PVP coils at higher PVP MW. This may
allow for greater entanglement due to length considerations of the longer PVP40 chain.
Solution Colors
Observations 2–4 enumerated in the previous Visual Observations section follow the
results of Sun et al. (2002) where silver ions were added to PVP in the production of silver
nanowires. In that study, the addition of silver ions to PVP immediately produced a yellow color
due to ethylene glycol reduction, which researchers attributed to surface plasmon resonance. In
the present study, the yellow color was produced gradually with no added HCHO. Thus, one can
suspect that PVP is a mild reducing agent. Since the addition of HCHO hastened the production
of a yellow color, one can attribute silver nucleation and incipient growth to the yellow coloring
of the solution. The deepening of the color to a reddish hue was due to presence of larger, single
crystal SNPs, as shown in the TEM micrograph in Fig. 4-10. The development of a large
concentration of silver nuclei was also concluded by Zhang et al. (1996).
HCHO alone was not sufficient to cause appreciable reduction of SNPs in a rapid fashion;
this was likely due to rapid local depletion of OH- ions (see Eq. 2-1). To increase the reaction
kinetics, a higher solution alkalinity was necessary, as mentioned in chapter 2. The chosen
method was addition of NaOH, following the literature (Lee et al., 2005, Chou et al., 2000). The
addition of NaOH immediately formed black droplets that caused the solution to turn a
homogeneous dark grey/brown color upon rapid stirring. Zhang et al. (1996) indicated a
sequence of colors of pink, violet, black, and grey that followed the size change of SNPs from 10
to 20, 50, and 100 nm, respectively, in hydrazine solution. The pink and violet colors were never
observed in solution reaction in this study using HCHO even among solutions that contained a
majority of small particles. Tripling the NaOH concentration in the present study, though, caused
the solution to turn grey as particles began to settle out of solution. Final particles were found to
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be very large and could be observed by unaided visual inspection. Thus, SNP color appears
dependent on factors outside of particle size. Smitha et al. (2007) showed that the plasmon
resonance peak red- or blue-shifted depending on particle size, shape, and degree of aggregation.

Figure 4-10. TEM image of SNPs reduced only with HCHO (no NaOH).
To address the spectral dependence on solution chemistry, NaOH was replaced by Na2CO3
as the reagent to increase solution pH. In these reactions, the reaction proceeded until a blue-grey
color was formed. This differed from Chou and Lai (2004), where addition of Na2CO3 caused the
system to first turn grey. An initial gray color was not observed either transitionally or at reaction
completion. The plasmon resonance of silver particles produced in the polyol process is known
to create plasmon peaks in the near-UV range. Since only the solution chemistry changed in all
of these reactions, the source of color change must be dependent on the concentration of
adsorbing species.
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The brown-black color shown during the reduction of PVP10-protected SNPs in NaOH
was of interest and may indicate agglomerated SNPs. This suggestion, though, does not follow
with the experimental results of PVP10-synthesized SNPs in the present study (discussed below),
in which the precipitation of SNPs was not observed. Interestingly, this color did not change
appreciably upon addition of acetone. PVP40-only solutions, while first turning a dark black
color locally upon NaOH addition, eventually turned to a caramel color. Addition of acetone
would cause the brown-black color to appear. Acetone does not create additional reactions:
acetone simply causes PVP-covered SNPs to agglomerate due to the insolubility of acetone with
PVP, which makes centrifugation much easier.
Other Observations
In the literature, centrifugation was performed for 10 min to separate particles from
solution (Chou and Lai., 2004). In the present study, the particles could be separated from
solution in less than 2 minutes. The only departure from the Chou and Lai reaction chemistry
compared to the present study was a small increase in NaOH concentration. The molar ratio in
Chou and Lai was 3:1 in favor of NaOH to AgNO3 , whereas the ratio was 2.2:1 in the present
study. The starting concentration of AgNO3 in water and PVP was 3 times greater in the current
study. Therefore, a difficulty exists as to interpreting the discrepancy in results as multiple
variables were changed simultaneously. The centrifuge speed (not recorded in the present study)
may have also affected the ability to separate SNPs from solution.
The effect of NaOH is of interest and value: while some of the studies in Chapter 2 showed
agreement with the present study on the increase in reaction kinetics, their explanations of the
role of solution pH on degree of nucleation and growth is still unclear. Fievet et al. (1992)
indicated that NaOH would create a much larger number of copper nuclei during the reaction
process and therefore smaller particles in the end. In the present study, addition of large amounts
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of NaOH (about 3 times the normal concentration) led to very large particles; thus, one could
suppose that NaOH caused accelerated growth on the surface of already nucleated SNPs in
addition to creating more nuclei in solution.
Other minor, but noteworthy, qualitative observations of the reaction process:
•

Preclusion of PVP causes silver to reduce to micron-sized, grey-silver particles, which was
expected for unprotected SNPs.

•

The volume of acetone required for centrifugation of SNPs was two times that of the
reaction solution and a color change signaled when enough acetone was added to PVP40
solutions.

•

Following application of heat to SNP films, the film resistance would decrease as
temperature increased over time.
While many qualitative observations have been made in the previous sections (many of

which many need further characterization), the focus of this research is on SNP particle size
control and electrical resistivity as pertains to creating conductive nanoparticle inks. Therefore,
multiple experiments and characterizations were performed to identify the effect of reaction
chemistry on both of these SNP characteristics. The results of these experiments are presented in
the remaining sections of this work.
Experimental Design
A partial factorial design of experiments (DOE) was used to judge the effects of PVP,
HCHO, and NaOH on final silver properties. In effect, the visual observations in the previous
sections are tested and refined. Particle size and shape were sought through this investigation.
The experimental design is given in Table 4-1. The average particle size produced by each run is
also given.
The following design constraints were implemented:
1.

The procedure increased the PVP amount from the baseline 3.0 g as stated in Chapter 3.
This meant that the PVP-to-AgNO3 mass ratio would start at 2:1. The reason for this
chosen baseline was the observations by Zhang et al. (1996) and Chou and Lai (2004).
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Their results showed that large SNP size could be limited by keeping the mass ratio of
PVP to AgNO3 above 1.5:1, and thus this present study did not seek to replicate PVP-toAgNO3 mass ratios smaller than described in the literature.
2.

The molar ratio of HCHO to AgNO3 was kept in favor of HCHO to ensure that the reaction
proceeded toward silver reduction, as shown in Eq. 2-1.

3.

The NaOH concentration was also adjusted from similar amounts used in the literature to
double the concentration noted in Chapter 3.
Thus, all experimental variables were altered and trends could be established.

Table 4-1. Experimental design.
PVP MW
PVP
Run
(g/mol)
(g)
1
10000
3.0
2
10000
3.0
3
55000
4.5
4
55000
3.0
5
10000
7.5
6
40000
6.0
7
55000
7.5
8
10000
3.0
9
40000
6.0
10
55000
9.0
11
10000
7.5
12
10000
9.0
13
10000
3.0

NaOH
(mL)
0.75
2.00
1.69
0.75
1.06
1.38
1.06
2.00
1.38
2.00
1.69
0.75
0.75

HCHO
(mL)
20.00
5.00
16.25
5.00
16.25
12.50
8.75
5.00
12.50
20.00
16.25
5.00
20.00

Ave. Size
(nm)
20.1
26.6
200.8
92.6
22.9
97.3
84.6
22.4
89.1
152.0
25.0
16.2
23.7

For these tests, primary interest was on the as-reacted particles. Therefore, particles were
not washed in triplicate as indicated in Chapter 3. Only a single application of acetone was used
to remove excess reagents (to prevent any further reaction after the allotted reaction time and
maintain particle stability). This led to a higher than desired final PVP content but allowed for
further investigation into PVP entanglement.
Particle size measurements give general ideas as to the reaction extent: larger particles with
odd morphology may indicate that particles coalesced rather than remained separate; very small
particles would indicate that growth rates did not exceed nucleation rates. The DOE also
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revealed the degree to which the experiments are repeatable. The particle size of SNPs was
analyzed using a Microtrac Nanotrac and TEM.
Microtrac Nanotrac Results
The dynamic light scattering method employed by the Nanotrac system considers the SNP
rotation without differentiation as to whether agglomeration occurred or not. In the case of PVPprotected SNPs, the degree of chain entanglement will affect the Nanotrac output as large
agglomerations will result in slower rotation. Fig. 4-11 gives the Nanotrac output from 10 nm to
1 micron. Figs. 4-12 through 4-16 examine the various degrees of repeatability between identical
sets.
The graph in Fig. 4-11 displays a few definitive trends. The first and most striking feature
is that either relatively large particles or agglomerations were created in some runs. Particle sizes
appeared to reach the micron scale. This output, though, is somewhat misleading. Referring back
to the section on SNP gelling, SNPs may simply be agglomerating through PVP chain
entanglement. Indeed, this will be the case as shown in later TEM images. Thus, other means of
identifying actual SNP size distributions were necessary to uncover the true sizes of these
particles. What this output does develop, though, is that under the analysis of Brownian motion,
large agglomerates of SNPs can act as a unified whole in solution. The degree of retardation of
Brownian rotation is difficult to quantify, as entangled PVP chains are not rigid structures but
loose webs.
If one were to assume that the silver itself in SNPs has an average diameter of 40 nm, and
8 nm is added from the approximate PVP molecule size in solution (per the radius of gyration
calculations, from before), 54 nm will be the average total particle size. The degree of particle
agglomeration is then notable: an agglomerate that is one-half micron in size will be composed
of a few dozen particles. Run 3 could have produced many of these agglomerates. If so, SNPs
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have a small but appreciable degree of entanglement and agglomeration. This might be useful in
discerning how different PVP MW will eventually affect resistivity at low temperatures: if the
chains are strong enough to remain tangled after washing with acetone and centrifugation, they
may be difficult to disentangle with thermal agitation alone. The inability to disentangle PVP
will necessitate a larger thermal energy for two SNPs to gain enough vibration energy to cause
silver-to-silver contact during the sintering process.
Particle Size Distribution
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Figure 4-11. Nanotrac particle size distribution of SNPs.
The second feature of Fig. 4-11 is that the particle size distribution appears to be very high
in certain cases. For PVP10, nearly all SNPs or agglomerations remained at a size range of 10 to
80 nm. For PVP of higher MW, nanoparticles covered a range from around 40 nm to about half a
micron, with size distribution peaks most prominent near 80 nm for the majority of higher MW
PVP-protected systems. In absolute terms, size distributions were most varied in PVP40- and
PVP55-synthesized SNPs. In informal, non-quantitative tests, additional sonication failed to help
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narrow these size distributions, so this may indicate that particles are as dispersed as possible.
This may also show that entanglement is rather strong. In fact, this appears to be the major
reason that SNPs needed vigorous mechanical shaking to remove a large majority of excess PVP.
Simple sonication in informal tests also failed to produce PVP40- and PVP55-synthesized SNPs
that could conduct at low temperatures. Quantitative data at the time of the tests were difficult to
acquire, but placing a Fluke digital multimeter across the ends of a thermally-cured SNP film
caused a resistivity difference as high as 8 orders of magnitude between sonicated and shaken
samples at curing temperatures around 150ºC.
Chou and Ren (2000) showed an interesting behavior of silver nanopowders synthesized
from the wet chemical process. A laser particle analyzer by Photal was used to analyze the
particle size distribution. SNPs, after reaction completion, were then washed with acetone and
were re-suspended in solvent. While particles were in the sub-10 nm range after washing with
acetone, upon re-suspension, many particles were in the 50 nm range with a small fraction above
100 nm. The authors did not cite a particular reason, but PVP entangling could very well be the
cause in that study as well.
DOE Repeatability
In a DOE, replicated runs are essential to observe the variability associated with SNP size
measurements. Figs. 4-12 to 4-16 compare various runs that used the same beginning reagent
amounts. Fig. 4-12 shows all runs that had an exact counterpart in one graph. The purpose for
Fig. 4-12 is to show the sharp contrast in the size distributions of PVP10-protected systems as
compared to PVP40-protected systems. (This contrast might go unnoticed by displaying the
distributions were displayed in separate graphs.)
Overall, the system was highly replicable. Between runs 1 and 13, the shift in peaks was
just 1 nm and a 3 to 10 nm difference occurred in the distribution as particle size increases.
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Between runs 2 and 8, the shift in the peak maximum was 3 nm and the size distributions
followed each other closely up to 80 nm. At 80 nm and higher, the number of particles in run 2
exceeded that of run 8 by a few percent, which was notable in the final volume of particles.
Finally, for run 6 and run 9, the peak shift was about 12 nm and the variation increased as
particle size increased. More particles of smaller size were produce in run 9. More particles of
very large size (> 200 nm) were evident in run 6. The overall size range of runs 6 and 9 was
similar.
Factors that may have affected the repeatability during reaction include variations in
stirring rate (magnetic stir bars were used rather than precise stirring equipment), inconsistency
in reaction timing (multiple samples were made at the same time), and variability in the Nanotrac
readings.
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Figure 4-12. Size distribution comparison of all DOE repeated runs.
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Figure 4-13. Size distribution of DOE run 1 compared to run 13.
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Figure 4-14. Size distribution of DOE run 2 compared to Run 8.
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Figure 4-15. Size distribution of DOE run 6 compared to run 9.
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Figure 4-16. Variation in Nanotrac size distribution on three runs performed on a single sample.
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The variation shown in Fig. 4-16 does indeed show the possibility that Nanotrac
variability is a cause of some variations in the DOE. This does not likely explain all of the
variability in PVP40 runs; those runs showed differing particle size counts especially towards the
larger particle sizes.
Statistical Analysis of DOE
Regression analysis was performed on the DOE results to determine which reaction
variable (PVP MW, PVP amount, NaOH amount, and HCHO amount) had significant effects on
particle size or particle agglomeration. Changes in PVP MW showed the greatest effect on
sample size. The P-value for the PVP MW regressor was 9.70(10)-5, well below a significance
level of α = 0.05. This brings a strong degree of confidence that a relationship exists between
PVP MW and particle size or agglomeration size. The p-value for the regressors of PVP, HCHO,
and NaOH amount were 0.693, 0.076 and 0.093, respectively, offering less confidence as to their
relationship with particle size (most especially with PVP amount).
A predictive regression model was developed using spreadsheet software in Microsoft
Excel. A si mple y i = B0 + Bixi + …. + Bkxk was used to identify the contribution of each reaction
variable, where yi is the ith response to xi, which is the ith value of the regressor (up to j
regressors). B0 is the y-intercept and Bi is the slope of the regression line due to xi, which
represents the incremental change in predicted response to an incremental change in a regressor.
Using the slope coefficient calculated with Excel’s analysis toolkit, the greatest variation in size
disparity in the regression model was shown to be due to PVP MW.
All slopes given by each regressor were positively correlated except for PVP amount. The
positively correlated slope of increasing PVP MW on predicted size indicates one of two effects:
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(a) that PVP of higher MW is less able to protect SNPs or (b) higher PVP MW is causing
particles to entangle.
Since PVP amount showed a p-value of 0.693, its contribution was removed from the final
regression model. Regression models for each reaction variable are shown in Figs. 4-17 and 418. The regression model in Fig. 4-19 shows the regression line without the effect of PVP
amount. The positive correlations of HCHO and NaOH on predicted size are explained by the
fact that these two elements are the reduction and kinetics modifiers of the system. An increase
in HCHO would cause the reaction in Eq. 2-1 to establish the forward direction (reduction of
Ag). An increase in NaOH concentration would naturally increase the reaction kinetics, causing
more silver to reduce on the surface of existing nuclei in a given time. If NaOH alters reaction
kinetics such that greater nucleation is promoted while inhibiting growth, particles would be
smaller as silver reduction would be distributed over a larger number of nuclei.
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Figure 4-17. Regression analysis showing effect of a) PVP MW and b) HCHO amount on SNP
size.
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Figure 4-18. Regression analysis showing effect of a) NaOH amount and b) PVP amount on
SNP size.
The data in Fig. 4-19 shows the actual vs. predicted size. Overall, the actual size data
reasonably matches the model predictions as the regression line passes through numerous data
points.
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Figure 4-19. Regression model of actual size of SNPs vs. predicted size of SNPs.
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One of the difficulties of the DOE was the real MW of the PVP. Gel permeation
chromatography was attempted on PVP samples and no response peak was found. The
tetrahydrofuran solvent needed for that technique was deemed incompatible for PVP MW
analysis. Upon inquiry, Sigma-Aldrich gave Fikentscher K-values for solution viscosity: the
tested K-values were 17, 32, and 33 for the specific batches of PVP10, PVP40, and PVP55,
respectively, which were used in the present study. Note that a linear relationship, though, does
not occur between K-values and PVP molecular weight: in the study by Hirai et al. (2001), Kvalues of 15, 30, 60, and 90 led to a weight-average MW (MW) in g/mol of 6,000, 25,000,
175,000, and 574,000, respectively. Sato et al. (1998) reports MW in g/mol of 8,000, 58,000, and
400,000 for the same series of K-values as Hirai et al., excepting the K-value of 60. But Sato et
al. did not report the method of establishing MW, and therefore the results are unreliable. Further
inquiry into PVP MW at Sigma-Aldrich showed that the typical MW for PVP10 was 12,000
g/mol while for PVP40 55,000 g/mol was the typical MW. This is not to say that PVP40 is
equivalent to PVP55, whose typical MW was not reported. The higher K-value for PVP55
indicates that it was likely of slightly larger MW than PVP40.
TEM Images
TEM was used to better resolve the size and morphology of SNPs. If particles existed that
were hundreds of nanometers in size, random TEM sampling would show them.
Figs. 4-21–4-33 show the TEM micrographs that correspond to the DOE runs. Each figure
is composed of six TEM micrographs of the same run. Note the differences in scale bars within
each micrograph.
A few difficulties presented themselves in obtaining micrographs that contained enough
data to provide useable size-distribution histograms. First, SNPs poorly adhered to the TEM
carbon-copper grids. The grids were two-sided: one hydrophobic and the other hydrophilic.
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Neither side proved effective. Samples were easily suspended in water and thus no wetting
problems should have existed. Many applications of SNPs to the grid yielded only marginally
better results, even after the initial application of SNPs dried. A second difficulty encountered
was the inherently slow process of obtaining TEM images. Unlike Nanotrac, TEM’s image
resolution limited the number of particles that could be easily resolved. TEM provided enough
data for a few dozen easily resolvable particles per image, which may be somewhat useable, but
even then, the sampling rate by TEM was too small to account for the true overall distributions.
Coupled with the cost of performing runs, TEM was impractical in producing size-distribution
histograms. Thus, the best use of TEM was to find if Nanotrac correctly resolved minimum SNP
sizes and if agglomeration caused a skewing of data to larger sizes.
Such was the case in run 3, where the Nanotrac data suggested that very few, if any,
particles existed with size below 100 nm, while ~200 nm particles dominated the size range. The
TEM results indicated otherwise: quite a few particles were seen below 100 nm—some were as
low as 20 nm. Completely absent was the presence of any 200 nm particles. Again, TEM
sampling was rather low, so the possibility remained for such particles to exist outside the image
sampling area, but confirmation of sub-100 nm particles indicated that agglomeration was the
cause of the Nanotrac size distribution errors. The difference in size population of micrographs
was evident in run 3. The micrograph in the lower left corner was filled with numerous 100 nm
particles while all other micrographs were populated with sub-80 nm particles. Thus, a larger
number of samples was needed to discern the size distribution of these particles. This
consideration will be left to further study.
An interesting feature of the run 3 micrograph was the presence of darkened areas, which
may indicate TEM Z-contrast. These darkened areas generally followed the areas occupied by
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SNPs. This may indicate that PVP55 surrounded the particles, but such tests were inconclusive
as no further tests were conducted for the presence of nitrogen or oxygen during the TEM
session. Run 10, a PVP55-controlled reaction, also showed darkened areas. The darkened areas
in this instance were rather large, circular areas, with shading that might have indicated a
globular region of PVP (mass-thickness contrast). These areas could also represent a drying
phenomenon that caused particles to create a “coffee ring” type of layout. Run 10, a PVP10controlled reaction, exhibited the highest PVP mass-thickness contrast along with Run 12. Run
12 showed mass-thickness contrast, but to a much smaller degree. This imaging phenomenon
remains open for further inquiry.
Differences in output between runs 1 and 13, which were identical in their starting
conditions, are notable. The run 1 micrograph showed that for the most part small particles were
created, but some large particles also manifested at a relatively high frequency. Some sample
“stacking” also might have occurred, as the morphology of particles showed the possibility of
overlapping spheres. Oddly, run 13 micrographs showed stacking only in areas where SNPs were
heavily packed next to each other. The presence of large particles or agglomerates was not
present in any run 13 micrographs. One important note is that the TEM micrographs for runs 1
and 2 were taken five months after run 13 due to poor images gathered from the first TEM run
for samples 1 and 2. This rather long period may account for the increase in particle size, but
during that time, all samples were stored at room temperature, rinsed using acetone, and
centrifuged to remove the vast majority of excess reagents. In addition, these samples remained
undisturbed throughout the storage period. A lack of agglomeration and large particles in run 2
micrographs indicated that SNPs could remain unchanged under the described storage
conditions. Thus, the TEM images were concluded to be imaging some of the larger particles
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that were evident toward the large size of the Nanotrac output. Nanotrac indicated that particles
upwards of 130 nm were detectable in run 1.

Figure 4-20. High resolution TEM micrograph of single crystal SNPs.
TEM images for run 11 showed that SNPs agglomerated into a mostly unrecognizable and
large mass that was extremely dense. Inspection along the border of the mass indicated that it
was composed of 20–30 nm particles. An interesting aspect of all particles after a single
centrifugation was the formation of large clumps. These clumps were more noticeable following
rigorous shaking in other samples outside of the DOE. This phenomenon was found in both
PVP10 and PVP40 reactions while PVP55 was not typically used for testing outside of the DOE.
The vast majority of these clumps could be broken apart using a lab spatula, but a few clumps
remained packed. Creation of SNP films (as pipetted from solution) of thickness <100 µm
revealed some instances of large particles, relatively speaking. Some large particles were also
evident on the side of centrifuge tubes following rigorous shaking, especially upon addition of
isopropanol. The TEM image for run 11 might have indicated the kind of makeup of these large
agglomerates, though a 1 µm agglomerate would be very difficult to observe with the naked eye.
This effect is discussed in detail in a later section on bimodal MW SNP systems.
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Very few particles showed possible instances of grain boundaries. Few sharp lines of
contrast within particles could be found. This indicated that particles are not typically growing
together on a PVP molecule and that SNPs do not fuse together during growth. Some large
particles had areas of contrast, but whether this was due to particle stacking/overlap or actual
coalescence of particles was difficult to discern. Close inspection of the micrographs showed that
areas of high contrast that are indicative of polycrystallinity or grain boundaries were rare. Most
of the areas of differing contrast within a particle were likely due to stacking faults and
dislocations in the materials. In Fig. 4-20 excellent atom column stacking is shown in the
topmost SNP single crystal.

Figure 4-21. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 1 (all scale bars 200 nm).
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Figure 4-22. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 2 (all scale bars 200 nm).

Figure 4-23. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 3 (all scale bars 200 nm except bottom
left at 100 nm).
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Figure 4-24. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 4 (all scale bars 200 nm).

Figure 4-25. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 5 (all scale bars 100 nm except bottom
middle and right).
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Figure 4-26. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 6 (all scale bars 200 nm).

Figure 4-27. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 7 (all scale bars 200 nm).
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Figure 4-28. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 8 (all scale bars 100 nm except top
center).

Figure 4-29. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 9 (all scale bars 200 nm).
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Figure 4-30. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 10 (top row 500 nm and bottom row 200
nm scale bars).

Figure 4-31. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 11 (all scale bars 200 nm except bottom
center at 500 nm).
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Figure 4-32. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 12 (all scale bars 200 nm).

Figure 4-33. TEM micrograph of SNPs from DOE run 13 (all scale bars 200 nm).
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Summary of DOE Results
Nanotrac was helpful in establishing overall trends in the DOE data. MW appeared to have
the strongest effect on particle size. NaOH and HCHO concentrations appeared to have a small
but noticeable effect. Oddly, in contrast with previous experiments in the literature (Chou and
Ren, 2000), PVP amount changed the overall properties by a negligible amount.
TEM confirmed PVP10-coated particle sizes found by Nanotrac. TEM also confirmed that
smaller particles were evident in PVP40 and PVP55 samples than found in Nanotrac.
Interestingly, Chou and Lai (2004) stated that PVP of MW 8000 would be insufficient for
protection of SNPs and particles grew to very large sizes during reaction. A reason for such was
not given. In this brief exploration of PVP10-synthesized nanoparticles, such an effect was not
observed with Nanotrac or TEM.
The DOE results provide only a brief overlook at the manner in which particle size,
entanglement, and morphology are affected by changes in reaction chemistry. The next section
gives an in-depth look at how PVP MW affects properties of SNPs such as resistivity, final PVP
content, and sintering properties. These results will give insight into which solution chemistry
would be ideal for electronic applications such as that of an E-pill.
Bimodal PVP MW Reaction Systems and Effects on SNP Properties
To better resolve the effect of PVP MW and produce some practical results that can be
applied to conductive ink technology, the present study investigated how bimodal PVP MW
systems would affect particle size and final ink properties.
In early informal and preparatory experiments, an interesting property was noted: PVP10synthesized SNPs had a tendency to conduct electricity at lower temperatures than PVP40synthesized SNPs. At first, this observation was thought to be due to the inability of PVP to
sufficiently protect SNPs during their growth process as explained in the literature (Chou and
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Lai, 2004). Insufficient protection would have led to large silver microparticles that had little
PVP content. In that previous study, PVP of MW 8000 was found to be insufficient in the
protection of SNPs compared to PVP of higher MW. These literature observations were not
verified by imaging techniques to reveal if the particles were truly micron-sized or if another
mechanism was at work that produced large particles, or even if they were produced at all.
In the reaction specified in Chapter 3, very large particles could not be seen precipitating
out of solution during the reaction. Some relatively large particles were present in PVP10synthesized samples and in PVP40-synthesized samples to a lesser degree. This effect was
shown in some bimodal MW systems, but only after a few conditions were met, as detailed
below.
After a few centrifugations of the reclaimed SNPs, large particles could indeed be seen, but
these particles were few in number (though larger in combined volume) and were not evident in
the centrifuge tube before centrifugation. Large particles were more evident when using
isopropanol/acetone instead of water/acetone as the washing agent. They were also more
numerous in PVP10-synthesized samples than PVP40-synthesized samples. Thus, they may be
caused by insolubility effects coupled with centrifugation compression. Silver thin films could be
produced flat and without these particles when samples were stirred and mixed with water as the
primary solvent. Addition of isopropanol to these films would again cause clumps to appear.
Again, this may have been due to insolubility with isopropanol. It may also have been due to a
change in PVP conformation that caused PVP molecules to lock chains more closely under an
altered solvent condition. When isopropanol was used in conjunction with propylene glycol (to
modify the solvent evaporation rate) for printing, these large clumps were not found. An
aberration to these findings was that the PVP10 23% w/w system caused large agglomerates that
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could be seen at the bottom of the reaction vessel after addition of acetone. These agglomerates
need further characterization. With these basic observations, the present study hopes to
illuminate what may be an advantageous use of lower MW PVP in the production of SNPs,
contrary to what the literature suggests (Chou and Lai, 2004). Bimodal systems of PVP may
combine the excellent conductivity of PVP10-synthesized SNPs with any particle-size
controlling power of PVP40.
PVP10 and PVP40 were the chosen PVP MWs for this system. They differed significantly
in electrical resistivity at a given sintering temperature as to warrant further investigation. The
bimodal PVP MW system is able to help determine what is occurring in the result of centrifuged
SNPs. The list of objectives is as follows:
1.

Record electrical resistivity as a function of PVP10-to-PVP40 mass ratio and sintering
temperature.

2.

Identify PVP mass remaining to isolate if PVP is the cause of differences in electrical
resistivity.

3.

Obtain particle size distributions of SNPs according to the PVP10-PVP40 ratio and
identify if a correlation exists between size and resistivity.

4.

Identify the source of conductivity at various temperatures, whether by sintering or
particle-to-particle contact.

5.

Propose a possible mechanism for differences in electrical resistivity between samples
containing a majority of either PVP10 or PVP40.
TEM and SEM can produce micrographs that identify particle morphology and size of

SNPs formed by a bimodal PVP MW system. TGA is appropriate to find the mass loss of PVP in
the system as a function of temperature. TGA can also aid in identifying at what temperature
range the majority of PVP is lost. A centrifuge size analysis technique is helpful in identifying
SNP size distributions and provides a second look at particle size distributions produced by the
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DOE to compare with size distributions produced by Nanotrac. Four-point probe tests measure
the sheet resistance of silver films.
The major objective of this series of experiments is to determine what type of PVP or PVP
combination is best to create metal antennas for E-pills. Subsequent sections will resolve the
materials chemistry processes that produce the lowest resistivity at a given temperature.
Three different runs of bimodal PVP MW were prepared, each at different PVP10 to
PVP40 mass ratios. The ratios are as follows: all PVP10, all PVP40, and PVP10:PVP40 = 1:5,
1:2, 2:1, and 5:1. Thus a typical PVP10:PVP40 = 1:5 reaction would be 0.5 g PVP10 and 2.5 g
PVP40 mixed together in 32.5 mL H2O. The effect of changing PVP ratio is evident as the
dominant PVP type is tested in both small and large majority manner. Samples containing only
PVP40 or PVP10 were designated as “All-PVP40” and “All-PVP10”, respectively. Three runs
were created labeled A, B, and C.
CPSC for SNPs
CPSC was chosen as particle size analysis to complement and provide a verification of the
DOE. The CSPC results for the bimodal PVP MW systems are given in Figs. 4-34–4-39.
Samples are indicated by letter: A, B, and C. The green, blue, and red lines correspond to
samples A, B, and C but note that the color that corresponds to each sample may change
depending on the graph.
The peak of the distribution was typically repeatable. Some runs were much more
repeatable than others. The data showed that particles were typically smaller than 100 nm. The
All-PVP10 samples gave only a small response above 100 nm, which agrees well with Nanotrac.
This absence of particles in the intermediate size range gives pause as to how large particles can
form in PVP10-only systems following washing/centrifugation. Large particles do not appear to
be growing or agglomerating to an intermediate size range during reaction or centrifugation.
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CPSC also resolved the smaller particles that were interpreted as large in PVP40 and PVP55
samples in Nanotrac.
In CPSC, larger particles were not measured by Brownian motion and Doppler shift in this
system. The individual particles in agglomerates were likely acted upon independently by the
retardation effects of solution within the CPSC, with smaller effect from entanglement.
Particle sizes above 300 nm were not accounted for in these CPSC tests, but most graphs
indicated that by 300 nm the particle response was already relatively small. In the bimodal
systems, sample A was created about six months before the other two samples and was washed
later. This may account for differences in CPSC output.

Figure 4-34. CPSC particle size distribution for SNPs formed by All-PVP40.
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Figure 4-35. CPSC particle size distribution for SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 5:1.

Figure 4-36. CPSC particle size distribution for SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 2:1.
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Figure 4-37. CPSC particle size distribution for SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2.

Figure 4-38. CPSC particle size distribution for SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 1:5.
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Figure 4-39. CPSC particle size distribution for SNPs formed by All-PVP10.
TGA of SNPs
The literature gives little mention of retained PVP after acetone washing and
centrifugation. Thus, the effect of remaining PVP content on low-temperature sample resistivity
has not been verified. Mass loss of PVP versus temperature was recorded using a Perkin-Elmer
TGA.
To measure the mass of PVP remaining in each sample, the temperature of each sample
was first ramped at 20ºC/min to 300ºC and then held for 120 min to remove excess water. The
sample was then ramped at 20ºC/min to 480ºC to obtain the total mass loss. Table 4-2 gives the
mass loss percentage in each sample.
Initial TGA tests showed that mass loss was prominent as the sample was heated between
300-500ºC and this was assumed to be due to thermal decomposition of PVP. In Fig. 4-40, the
TGA graph shows a thermal schedule that held the TGA temperature at certain values to assess
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mass loss in a more controlled manner. The temperature was held at 100ºC for 30 min to remove
excess water. The system was also held at 180ºC for 30 min to drive away any other loosely
bound compounds or solvents that may have contaminated the system. Very little mass was lost
during that interval of the thermal schedule. Starting at 300ºC, mass loss became much more
apparent and continued until the next holding temperature. The system was further held at 400ºC
for 60 min following a ramp up from 180ºC. This temperature hold resulted in the majority of the
mass loss during the thermal schedule. Thus, it is concluded that PVP is removed from the
system mostly between 300ºC and 450ºC, which is reasonable for polymer decomposition. For
completeness, a small amount of mass loss was still evident in samples heated to 700ºC, but the
results below give a good estimation for the mass loss that is expected in the temperature range
where PVP burns out. Ideally, this experiment would be able to differentiate as to what material
was lost at such high temperature. The material could have been either water or PVP that became
trapped in capillaries or between sintered particles that later burst.
Table 4-2. TGA results of samples A, B, & C.
PVP40:PVP10
All-PVP40
5:1
Run A mass loss (%)
4.32
1.74
Run B mass loss (%)
7.68
2.76
Run C mass loss (%)
6.20
2.96

2:1
1.00
3.96
3.22

1:2
1.28
2.71
2.52

1:5 All-PVP10
0.73
1.80
2.10
1.71
2.31
1.38

Run A was different from the run A in the CPSC data in that it was washed on a different
day. In all Run A bimodal MW samples, the samples were not immediately washed. While this
will add some experimental variability, it will reveal an interesting effect later during electrical
resistivity testing. After initial tests on CPSC, TGA, and TEM, the initial run A also had very
little SNP solution left. Thus, samples from the same batch, but washed on a different day,
replaced it. Samples “A 5:1” and “C All-PVP10” were from a different batch than the rest of
samples A or C. The first “A 5:1” sample did not dry properly when made into a film (see later
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resistivity tests) and became very brittle. This observation was not unique to this sample, but the
brittleness was much less in other samples. Finally, samples of PVP40:PVP10 = 2:1, 1:2, and 1:5
from run A were prepared months in advance compared to other samples in runs A, B, and C,
which might explain their low PVP content. Nevertheless, the low PVP content revealed an
interesting nature of this sample’s electrical resistivity, which is discussed in forthcoming
sections in this work.
The “All PVP” C sample was also taken from a different batch due to the inability to wet a
film with the original “All PVP” C sample, as the particles dried in a coffee ring fashion.
Performing a 4-point probetest was thus difficult to perform without errors induced by edge
effects. Thus, TGA was run on a substitute sample that dried as a continuous film.
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Figure 4-40. Mass loss of PVP from SNPs as a function of temperature.
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The trend shown in Table 4-2 is a general increase in PVP removal as the amount of
PVP10 increased. An exception existed with the PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2 samples. An interesting
feature of the mass loss in PVP40:PVP10 of 1:5 and All-PVP10 samples is that nearly all PVP
was burned out at 294ºC and very little mass was lost in the following 473ºC thermal hold.
Typically, little PVP was found in those systems overall (2% compared to 3–7%), so the 300ºC
treatment may have been sufficient to remove all remaining PVP. The smaller MW PVP10 used
in the 1:5 and All-PVP10 samples may have contributed to easier removal from the surface of
SNPs. The particles could easily free themselves from SNPs and escape into the atmosphere.
TEM Images of SNPs
TEM (Figs. 4-41–4-46) of SNPs provided characteristics similar to those found for the
DOE. All figures have scale bars of 0.2 microns as shown in the lower left corner of each graph.
Little difference was found between samples in terms of size and morphology. They were also in
general agreement with the data recorded by the CPSC. Particles exceeding 200 nm in size were
absent in the TEM micrographs. Thus, further evidence is gathered that both PVP10 and PVP40
are sufficiently protecting SNPs. In a few micrographs, some rather large particles could be
found. These particles may have agglomerated during growth or compressed after centrifugation
(causing PVP entanglement). SNPs, however, did not show evidence of coalescence: very few
grain boundary lines were found in the TEM images.
The rather small size of SNPs in the All-PVP10 micrograph may be an artifact of TEM
sampling. That sample may have been poorly stirred and the smaller particles that typically take
a longer time to centrifuge may have been the particles that were imaged. The CPSC (and
forthcoming SEM) results favored this possibility over the possibility that the sample was
composed of only very small particles.
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Figure 4-41. TEM micrograph of SNPs formed by a reaction using All-PVP40.

Figure 4-42. TEM micrograph of SNPs formed by a reaction using PVP40:PVP10 = 5:1.
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Figure 4-43. TEM micrograph of SNPs formed by a reaction using PVP40:PVP10 = 2:1.

Figure 4-44. TEM micrograph of SNPs formed by a reaction using PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2.
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Figure 4-45. TEM micrograph of SNPs formed by a reaction using PVP40:PVP10 = 1:5.

Figure 4-46. TEM micrograph of SNPs formed by a reaction using All-PVP10.
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Electrical Resistivity of SNPs
Electrical resistivity measurements are the hallmark of most SNP studies. In the antenna Epill application, electrical resistance is of utmost importance, as lower antenna resistance will
lead to a higher quality factor, or Q, of the antenna, and thus greater radiating efficiency.
The presence of PVP in a SNP film increases the film material’s resistivity. Thus, the
results of TGA analysis will be used in conjunction with electrical resistivity measurements. On
a deeper level, the fact that SNPs are polymer-protected implies that the SNP surfaces are welldecorated via coordinative-bonded PVP, which prevents particle coalescence. Thus, unlike
silver/polymer conductive composites where polymer and silver are loosely mixed with little to
no coordinative bonding effect, PVP is physically attached to the surface of SNPs and is more
difficult to move or remove. Thus, silver-to-silver contact is limited not only by a free-floating
polymer, but by a bonded polymer.
Samples were suspended in water and approximately 0.5 mL of the resulting solution was
pipetted onto glass slides. Samples were stirred before pipetting to remove any size gradients in
sample sediment caused by centrifugation. Samples then pipetted simultaneously were allowed
to dry at room temperature overnight (approx. 12 hrs). Samples were cured at temperatures of
60ºC, 110ºC, and 190ºC for 10 min using a hot plate. Note, though, that the same sample was
used for the entire range of curing temperatures, so that a 190ºC, 10 min cured sample was
already cured at 60ºC for 10 min and 110ºC for 10 min (and in that order). The 60ºC heat
treatment had a temperature variation of ± 5ºC and the 110ºC and 190ºC heat treatments had a
temperature variation of ± 10ºC. All samples were rotated on the hot plate halfway through the
heat treatment to help remove hot plate heating variability. Individual sample temperatures were
checked every 30 s by an Omega thermocouple to assure that sample temperatures remained
within the tolerances noted above.
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A 4-point probe test system was the chosen method of testing sample sheet resistance, as
described in Chapter 3. Samples were checked along multiple points on the sample surface. Film
thickness was checked by a Brown and Sharpe Digit-Cal Plus digital caliper that spanned the
width of the glass slide. Values of film thickness were taken about every 2 mm of the film and
the average resistivity was calculated by multiplying the average film thickness by the average
sheet resistance of each sample.
Some majority PVP10-synthesized samples showed one or two visible lines in SNP films
where resistivity increased. These lines were thin, comprising less than about 5% of total film
area. It is thought that these lines consisted mostly of PVP10 molecules that were not bound to
SNPs. Drying effects due to the evaporation of water likely allowed them to form such line
formations. Upon heat treatment, these areas showed improved conductivity, which was possibly
due to evaporation of solvent and the subsequent compaction of SNPs and movement of loose
PVP.
Tables 4-3–4-6 give the PVP mass percent remaining from TGA, the sheet resistance, and
the electrical resistivity for each sample at different curing temperatures. Fig. 4-47 does not
display 190ºC curing data because the resistivity is extremely low. Figs. 4-47–4-49 give the
resistivity vs. PVP40:PVP10 for each temperature. Sintering appears to be occurring at 190ºC
(displayed in SEM images in a forthcoming section), which accounts for the precipitous drop in
resistivity in some samples.
An entry of “No reading” indicates that the sample was “mostly insulating”; that is, PVP
impeded conductivity enough to prevent the 4-point probe from obtaining a voltage reading.
When no reading would be available on the 4-point probe, an additional measurement using a
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digital multimeter indicated that the resistance across the film was typically greater than 100 kΩ
and often into the MΩ range. Some sample puncturing occurred during 4-point testing.
Table 4-3. Resistivity vs. temperature and PVP content for run A.
PVP40:PVP10

All-PVP40

5 to 1

2 to 1

1 to 2

1 to 5 All-PVP10

Mass loss (%)

4.32

1.74

1.00

1.28

0.73

1.80

Sheet resistance at given temperature (mΩ/sq.)
Room temperature

No reading No reading No reading

5420.8

1041.7

574.1

60ºC

No reading No reading No reading

388.2

367.7

238.5

115ºC

No reading No reading

6223.9

170.1

273.9

158.2

190ºC

88.5

32.7

15.4

10.9

23.6

21.8

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.007

0.004

0.003

Room temperature

3.8(10)-2

4.0(10)-3

2.0(10)-3

60ºC

2.7(10)-3

1.4(10)-3

8.2(10)-4

3.0(10)-2

1.2(10)-3

1.1(10)-3

5.4(10)-4

7.4(10)-5

7.7(10)-5

9.1(10)-5

7.5(10)-5

Ave. film t (cm)

Resistivity at given temperature (Ω-cm)

115ºC
190ºC

4.4(10)-4

1.6(10)-4

Table 4-4. Resistivity vs. temperature and PVP content for run B.
PVP40:PVP10

All-PVP40

5 to 1

2 to 1

1 to 2

1 to 5 All-PVP10

Mass loss (%)

7.68

2.76

3.96

2.71

2.10

1.71

Sheet resistance at given temperature (mΩ/sq.)
Room temperature

No reading No reading No reading

143680.3

772.7

268.0

60ºC

No reading No reading No reading

2698.8

582.0

159.4

115ºC

No reading No reading No reading

547.4

150.7

151.4

190ºC

216.2

74.2

185.0

24.2

12.0

11.0

Ave. film t (cm)

0.004

0.004

0.005

0.004

0.006

0.009

Room temperature

5.7(10)-1

4.8(10)-3

2.5(10)-3

60ºC

1.1(10)-2

3.6(10)-3

1.5(10)-3

115ºC

2.2(10)-3

9.3(10)-4

1.4(10)-3

9.7(10)-5

7.4(10)-5

1.0(10)-4

Resistivity at given temperature (Ω-cm)

190ºC

9.5(10)-4

2.8(10)-4
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8.9(10)-4

Table 4-5. Resistivity vs. temperature and PVP content for run C.
PVP40:PVP10

All-PVP40

5 to 1

2 to 1

1 to 2

1 to 5

All-PVP10

Mass loss (%)

6.20

2.96

3.22

2.52

2.31

1.38

Sheet resistance at given temperature (mΩ/sq.)
Room temperature

No reading No reading No reading

4227.6

2498.4

526.4

60ºC

No reading No reading No reading

3173.7

723.8

187.8

115ºC

No reading No reading

9951.3

563.3

243.7

148.0

190ºC

76.8

55.4

79.5

19.9

30.4

22.2

0.004

0.004

0.003

0.009

0.003

0.008

Room temperature

3.7(10)-2

7.0(10)-3

4.4(10)-3

60ºC

2.8(10)-2

2.0(10)-3

1.6(10)-3

2.8(10)-2

5.0(10)-3

6.8(10)-4

1.2(10)-3

2.3(10)-4

1.8(10)-4

8.5(10)-5

1.8(10)-4

Ave. film t (cm)

Resistivity at given temperature (Ω-cm)

115ºC
2.9(10)-4

190ºC

2.3(10)-4
Run A

Resitivity (Ohm-cm)

4.0E-01

3.0E-01

RT
60ºC

2.0E-01

115ºC
190ºC

1.0E-01

0.0E+00
All PVP40

5 to 1

2 to 1

1 to 2

PVP40:PVP10

Figure 4-47. Plot of resistivity vs. PVP40:PVP10 for run A.
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1 to 5

All PVP10

Run B

Resitivity (Ohms-cm)

2.0E-01

RT

1.5E-01

60ºC
115ºC
190ºC

1.0E-01

5.0E-02

0.0E+00
All PVP40

5 to 1

2 to 1

1 to 2

1 to 5

All PVP10

PVP40:PVP10

Figure 4-48. Plot of resistivity vs. PVP40:PVP10 for run B.
Run C

Resistivity (Ohm-cm)

0.4

0.3

RT
60ºC

0.2

115ºC
190ºC

0.1

0
All P VP40

5 to 1

2 to 1

1 to 2

PVP40:PVP10

Figure 4-49. Plot of resistivity vs. PVP40:PVP10 for run C.
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1 to 5

All P VP10

A notable feature of run B is the difference in resistivity between samples of similar PVP
content, which also occurred in run A. In sample B, two samples are very close in final PVP
content: the PVP10:PVP40 = 1:5 and 2:1 These samples contained a PVP mass content of 2.76%
and 2.71%, respectively. Yet, the conductivities are extremely dissimilar. Placing a Fluke digital
multimeter across a thin film of the 1:5 sample of 2 cm x 2 cm dimension gives a reading in the
MΩ range at temperatures of 115ºC and below. The same measurement on a similar area on the
1:2 sample gives a resistance reading of a few Ohms. Simple PVP mass difference cannot
explain this property. The arrangement of different MWs of PVP on the surface of SNPs is a
likely cause of the large difference.
Dearden et al. (2005) obtained a resistivity of approximately 1 Ω-cm at 125ºC for their
SNPs that were described as being of low curing temperature. This present study showed lower
resistivity by one to three orders of magnitude at room temperature. All the samples synthesized
by a of majority PVP10 in Run A fulfilled this condition at room temperature with the exception
of run C, sample PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2 (it had a higher PVP content remaining than any other
PVP40:PVP = 1:2 samples).
As for the present study, this new method of bimodal MW PVP SNP protection may allow
for prototyping of E-pill antennas without the need for thermal treatments that may cause gelatin
capsules to degrade or deform.
SEM Images of Cured SNPs
Figs. 4-50 through 4-61 show SEM micrographs of SEMs cured at 160ºC and 190ºC.
Above 160ºC, no extensive particle sintering was observed. Particle sintering thus does not
explain the drop in resistivity of these samples, so SNP resistivity must be explained by a model
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like that shown in Fig. 4-51. At 190ºC, particle sintering could be observed, which explains the
marked drop in resistivity across all samples.
For all of the SEM images in this section, an atmospheric plasma flow was applied to
remove any surface polymer that might cause focus problems due to polymer outgassing.

Figure 4-50. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by All-PVP40 and cured at 160ºC.

Figure 4-51. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by All-PVP40 sintered at 190ºC.
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Figure 4-52. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 5:1 and cured at 160ºC.

Figure 4-53. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 5:1 and sintered at 190ºC.

Figure 4-54. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 2:1 and cured at 160ºC.
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Figure 4-55. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 2:1 and sintered at 190ºC.

Figure 4-56. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2 and cured at 160ºC.

Figure 4-57. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2 and sintered at 190ºC.
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Figure 4-58. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 1:5 and cured at 160ºC.

Figure 4-59. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by PVP40:PVP10 = 1:5 and sintered at 190ºC.

Figure 4-60. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by All-PVP10 and cured at 160ºC.
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Figure 4-61. SEM micrograph of SNPs formed by All-PVP10 and sintered at 190ºC.
Summary of Bimodal PVP MW SNPs
Bimodal MW PVP-protected SNPs were created with sizes on the order of tens of
nanometers and averaged about 2% by mass PVP. As the fraction of PVP increased towards
PVP10 in a bimodal PVP MW system, the electrical resistivity decreased to a point where SNP
inks could be useful in printing conductive silver traces at low temperatures. Further refinements
of the process may allow for decreased PVP content to allow for thinner antennas at lower sheet
resistances.
Explanation of Electrical Resistivity of SNPs Cured at Temperatures Below Their
Sintering Temperature
A question remains as to why SNP-synthesis reactions that contain a majority of either
PVP10 or PVP40 produce SNPs of different resistivities. The instance of a large number of
nanometer-sized SNPs in both systems (as given by Nanotrac, TEM, and CPSC) implies that
significant PVP protection of SNPs occurred during reaction; that is, SNPs must have had a
sufficient number of PVP molecules bonded to their surfaces, which implies that SNPs produced
by either MW of PVP should be well-decorated with PVP while in solution. Consequently, SNPs
formed by either MW of PVP should have exhibited similar electrical resistivity. Thus, greater
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insight into the mechanism causing the difference in resistivity is desired. The results of two
experiments are shown in the following sections that will help establish the mechanism for the
lower resistivity of majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs.
Current-Voltage Analysis of SNP Thin Films
Because PVP is an electrical insulator, PVP between SNPs creates a potential barrier that
impedes the flow of electrical charge through a material. One possible mechanism for the
difference in resistivity between majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs and majority PVP40synthesized SNPs is how each respective PVP affects the ability for electrons to tunnel through a
potential barrier or overcome a relatively small potential barrier (with a sufficient amount of
applied heat or voltage). Previous literature studies identified that contact between a metal and a
polymer creates a “triangular” potential barrier (Koehler and Hummelgen, 1997). For small
potential barriers at high temperatures, thermionic emission may allow a large number of charge
carriers to overcome the potential barrier. At low temperatures, charge carriers must tunnel
through the potential barrier. Charge carriers tunnel from the metal to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital or the highest occupied molecular orbital (which is the band gap energy in
organic semiconductor materials). The nanoparticle separation distance between SNPs (~2 nm as
seen in Fig. 4-20) caused by PVP may be thin enough to allow electrons to tunnel from one SNP
into another.
The literature reported a gradually increasing (non-linear) current with respect to voltage
for poly(4,7-benzothiophene-vinylene)/aluminum multi-layer thin films (Berton et al., 1998),
with charge carrier injection due to tunneling. Such a thin film is analogous to the system
presented here. In Fig. 4-62, a SNP sample synthesized using PVP40:PVP10 = 2:1 is shown with
linear I-V behavior. In Fig. 4-63, the I-V characteristics for a SNP sample synthesized using
PVP40:PVP10 = 1:5 is shown producing a much larger current compared to majority PVP40134

synthesized samples (this behavior was also found for the All-PVP10 sample). PVP40:PVP10
=1:5 and All-PVP10 samples showed slight increases in the magnitude of the current/voltage
slope starting at approximately 0.3 V when films were heated to 115ºC. In contrast, every
majority PVP40-synthesized SNP film as well as SNPs synthesized with PVP40:PVP10 = 1:2
exhibited essentially linear/Ohmic characteristics at temperatures ranging between 60ºC and
115ºC. These samples generally exhibited relatively high electrical resistance. Table 4-6 gives
the current at 115ºC at a series of voltages for each bimodal PVP system tested in this work.
1.5E-08

Current (I)

1.0E-08
5.0E-09
0.0E+00
-6

-4

-2

0
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-1.0E-08
-1.5E-08
Voltage (V)

Figure 4-62. I-V characteristics of a SNP film produced by PVP40:PVP10=2:1. The sample was
heated to and measured at 115ºC.
Recall that the polymer-metal interface is on both sides of a SNP and therefore, as current
is passed through a SNP film, the charge carriers encounter a series of potential barriers
(Magonov et al., 1997). For current to travel from one probe to another probe at low
temperatures, it must overcome these barriers via tunneling. The Fowler-Nordheim expression
states that current (in light of these potential barriers) is proportional to the square of the applied
voltage for polymer-metal interfaces. However, a square dependence is not observed in the
samples investigated in this study. Instead, for the SNP film synthesized using
PVP40:PVP10=1:5 (Fig. 4-63), there appears to be only a slight change in slope in the I-V graph
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(Fig. 4-63) at 0.3 V. This may indicate that elevated temperature (115ºC) and applied voltage
cause charge carriers in the SNP film to overcome potential barriers caused by the PVP between
SNPs, therefore contributing to the measured current.
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Figure 4-63. I-V characteristics of a SNP film produced by PVP40:PVP10=1:5. The sample was
heated to and measured at 115ºC.
Another contribution of current, which is due to exposed silver faces on majority PVP10synthesized SNPs, is discussed in the next section. Those findings will better explain the large
difference in resistivity between majority PVP10- and majority PVP40-synthesized SNP films.
The majority of electrical charge in SNP films is most likely not tunneling through or
overcoming potential barriers, but instead flowing through regions of exposed silver.
Table 4-6. Current at various voltages for SNP thin films at 115ºC.
PVP40:PVP10 All-PVP40
5 to 1
2 to 1
1 to 2
Voltage (V)
Current (A)
-10
-9
-1
-6.8(10)
-1.9(10)
-2.4(10)-9 -1.2(10)-3
-0.5
-3.6(10)-10 -6.3(10)-10 -1.3(10)-9 -5.8(10)-4
0.5
5.3(10)-10
1.1(10)-9
1.5(10)-9
7.0(10)-4
1
8.8(10)-10
2.2(10)-9
2.7(10)-9
1.4(10)-3

1 to 5 All-PVP10
-3.0(10)-1
-1.5(10)-1
1.7(10)-1
3.6(10)-1

-2.6(10)-1
-1.3(10)-1
1.5(10)-1
2.7(10)-1

Atomic Force Microscopy of SNPs
Recall the following three observations from the resistivity experiments on bimodal-PVPsynthesized SNPs:
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1.

The electrical resistivity was much smaller in majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs than
majority PVP40-synthesized SNPs at temperatures below that at which SNPs began to
sinter.

2.

No correlation was found between the amount of PVP remaining (as recorded by TGA) in
each sample and the electrical resistivity of each sample.

3.

No correlation was found between SNP size (or size distributions) and electrical
resistivity, as shown in the multiple TEM and SEM micrographs as well as through
centrifugal size measurement techniques. These techniques showed, both visually and
quantitatively, that size distributions of SNPs all followed similar patterns and ranges.
From these observations, a hypothesis was drawn that perhaps the quality of the PVP

decoration on the surface of SNPs could help explain the difference in resistance in I-V
measurements as well as the 4-point probe tests above. To identify the quality of PVP
decoration, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was chosen to detail the surface hardness of the
nanoparticles. By using AFM phase-detection mode, which is sensitive to changes in surface
elasticity and surface stiffness by monitoring the oscillation phase shift associated with tipsample repulsive interactions (Magonov et al., 1997), one can distinguish between soft, PVPdecorated areas on SNPs and any possible stiff, silver-exposed areas. Therefore, two thin films—
one each of PVP10-synthesized SNPs and PVP40-synthesized SNPs were created.
In Figs. 4-64 and 4-65, two sets of AFM images are shown and in each set the same area
was sampled. The first image in each set shows the surface topography of the SNP film and the
second image shows the phase shift of the AFM tip as it interacts with the surface of SNPs.
Topography mode records the height of the SNP film. In phase-shift AFM imaging, stiffer
surfaces are distinguished by a large phase shift (bright yellow areas) with abrupt edges. Stiffer
surfaces alter the effective spring constant of the AFM cantilever (Magonov et al., 1997) and
cause a greater phase shift, as described briefly in Chapter 3. Notice that the PVP10-synthesized
SNPs (Fig. 4-64) display a multitude of areas that are very stiff. This is evidence that PVP is
absent or in small or thin amounts in these areas (in other words, the AFM probe is tapping on
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silver rather than on PVP). PVP40-synthesized SNPs exhibit this effect to a much smaller
degree, indicating that PVP decorates the SNP surface more consistently. Yellow areas in the
phase-shift image of PVP40-synthesized SNPs do not show abrupt changes in brightness;
therefore, these lighter areas are likely to be only thinly decorated with PVP rather than fully
exposed.
According to Hirai et al. (2001), long PVP chains bind to multiple sites on a metal
nanoparticle. Upon drying, the PVP chain constricts (solvent is removed) and the polymer endto-end distance shrinks (Sperling 2001). The number of bonding sites of the PVP chain restricts
the degree to which the distance decreases. Since PVP40 is a longer chain than PVP10, it will
likely have a larger number of bonding sites per molecule and the shrinkage is mitigated. PVP10
will have fewer bonding sites and polymer is freer to shrink upon removal of solvent, leaving
exposed areas of silver.
Thus, AFM images show that PVP10 is not decorating SNP surfaces as consistently as is
PVP40. This evidence can explain why resistivity is much lower in majority PVP10-synthesized
SNPs than majority PVP40-synthesized SNPs: exposed silver on one majority PVP10synthesized SNP can contact the exposed silver on another majority PVP10-synthesized SNP and
this electrical “contact resistance” will be much smaller than electrical resistance due to polymer
on the surface of SNPs (as in the case of PVP40).
In summary, the large difference in electrical resistivity between majority PVP10synthesized SNPs and majority PVP40-synthesized SNPs—at temperatures below that which
SNPs sinter—can be attributed to the degree of PVP surface decoration.
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a)

b)

Figure 4-64. Atomic force micrographs for the same region of PVP10-synthesized SNPs: a)
contact mode micrograph and b) phase shift micrograph. The scale bar on the right
image (a) indicates the height of the surface (in nm) of the SNP and the scale bar on
the right of image (b) indicates the phase shift (in degrees) due to tip-sample
interactions.

a)

b)

Figure 4-65. Atomic force micrograph for the same region of PVP40-synthesized SNPs: a)
contact micrograph showing topography and b) phase shift micrograph. The scale bar
on the right image (a) indicates the height of the surface (in nm) of the SNP and the
scale bar on the right of image (b) indicates the phase shift (in degrees) due to tipsample interactions.
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Summary of Electrical Resistivity of SNPs Cured at Temperatures Below Their Sintering
Temperature
Based on the observations and data presented previously in this study, we can conclude
that the lower resistivity of majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs as compared to majority PVP40synthesized SNPs is caused by one major reason: PVP on the surface of SNPs is decreasing in
end-to-end distance as water evaporates from the system. The reduction in PVP size may further
open any areas of the SNP surface that may have not been well-protected during SNP synthesis.
This may allow for silver-to-silver contact between SNPs. To that effect, upon drying, the endto-end distance of PVP10 may be decreasing in a manner that differs from PVP40. This is
sensible depending on how PVP40 binds compared to PVP10: one expects that longer PVP
chains are more likely to have multiple binding points on a given SNP than a shorter chain. Thus,
as water evaporates from PVP40, its multiple bonding points may prevent the molecule from
shrinking along the surface of a SNP as much as PVP10 molecules can. Furthermore, the added
chain length of PVP40 in the form of PVP tails (Hirai et al., 2001) might create a significant
enough separation distance between SNPs so to further impede silver-to-silver contact between
two SNPs.
Two additional mechanisms may also contribute to the decreased resistivity in majority
PVP10-synthesized SNPs.
1.

As discussed earlier in this study on PVP40 gels as well as in agglomerations found by
Nanotrac, PVP40 that is bonded on the surface of SNPs may entangle unbound PVP40
molecules from solution. This may have added another PVP layer that further increased
electrical resistivity. This entanglement is due to the degree of PVP polymerization, as
described previously in this work.

2.

Upon application of heat to SNPs, thermal agitation may affect long and short PVP chains
differently. Because SNPs are spherical, spatial voids exist in any SNP film. Loose (nonbonded) PVP40 molecules that are entangled may be harder to move compared to loose
PVP10 molecules (which are more difficult to entangle), preventing the exposure of open
silver surfaces upon drying and curing. These entangled PVP40 molecules are thus
immobilized whereas PVP10 molecules can move into spatial voids.
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Printing of SNPs
While the major purpose of the present study has been to investigate particle size and
electrical resistivity, the ultimate purpose of creating the SNPs was to make usable ink for
prototyping antennas. Simple addition of 0.68 mL of propylene glycol to about 1 g of SNPs
centrifuged in isopropanol and acetone allowed for a doctorable ink that could be used in pad
printing. The system tacked in 3–10 s and allowed for the transfer of an image to the pad from
the cliché. Doctoring was a bit difficult due to streaking of the ink. Addition of less than 1 mL of
an ethylcellulose:terpineol mixture at 10:1 w/w gave cleaner doctoring. The downside to adding
these chemicals is their inability to evaporate or burn off at low temperatures. This then
eliminates the possibility of good low temperature resistivity. Further research into pad printable
inks is necessary to find a fast evaporating solvent that also allows for good tack and
transferability. These topics are outside the scope of this dissertation, but will be necessary for
direct printing on gelatin capsules. A picture of silver antennas pad-printed onto a glass slide and
polyimide are shown below in Fig. 4-64 for demonstration purposes of the printability of
bimodal MW SNP inks. The formulation for the antennas below was PVP40:PVP10 = 1:1.

Figure 4-66. Pad-printed silver antennas using SNPs.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusions
This dissertation presents a newly developed bimodal-PVP synthesis system for the
production of SNPs in the size range of 20-200 nm. These particles can be useful for low-curing
temperature metallizations in electronic devices. The SNP synthesis is a relatively simple
aqueous reduction reaction with a washing step that removes upwards of 99% of all reaction
PVP from the surface of SNPs.
The primary results of the present study are as follows:
1.

A novel inquiry into the maximum allowable concentration of PVP for SNP synthesis and
reclamation was undertaken in this study. SNP-synthesis reactions with a high starting
concentration of PVP were characterized (which were not previously characterized in the
literature). 23% w/w PVP40 aqueous reaction systems resulted in the creation of gels in
which a triplicate acetone-washing step was unable to reclaim SNPs in the form of
sediment that could be easily re-dispersed by water or other solvent. Thus, these gelled
SNPs could not be used to form conductive silver traces. The highest starting PVP
concentration that produced easily re-suspendable SNPs was 9% w/w of PVP. SNPs
produced by 9% w/w of PVP could be sintered starting at 160ºC.

2.

A partial factorial DOE was used to determine if the amount and/or type of each reaction
reagent significantly affected the physical properties of SNPs. Dynamic light scattering
analysis (Nanotrac) showed that the size distribution of SNPs in each run strongly
correlated to the PVP MW (10,000, 40,000, and 50,000) that was used. TEM revealed that
the actual diameter of the silver in the PVP-decorated SNPs was similar in each run;
therefore, it was concluded that SNP agglomeration was occurring when PVP of MW
40,000 and 55,000 was used during reaction. Additionally, regression analysis over a range
of reagent concentrations showed that PVP MW most greatly affected the size distribution
of SNP agglomerations in solution. The regression model’s calculated p-value for changes
in PVP MW was 9.7(10)-5. Changes in the concentration of other reagents, such as the
amount of HCHO, PVP, and NaOH, produced much higher p-values (larger than the
significance level). Changes in the concentration of these reagents thus exhibited less
confidence in having an effect on SNP agglomeration size. This gives strong statistical
confidence that PVP MW most strongly affects SNP agglomeration size.

3.

Previously reported as impossible in the literature (Chou et al., 2004) for wet chemistry
synthesis of SNPs, the experiments in the aforementioned DOE showed that low MW
PVP, such as PVP10, could produce silver particles in the nanometer size range. The work
in this dissertation used a higher starting concentration of PVP as well as a higher molarity
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of silver nitrate than that reported by Chou et al. (2004) for SNPs synthesized by the use of
low MW PVP.
4.

A novel method was developed for the creation of SNPs. In a bimodal PVP MW reaction
system, the fraction of each PVP affected the resistivity of the resulting SNPs. Majority
PVP10-synthesized SNPs exhibited a lower curing temperature where electrical resistivity
could begin to be measured by 4-point probe than did majority PVP40-synthesized SNPs.
At temperatures below that at which sintering occurs, the difference in resistance was as
large as four orders of magnitude as measured by a digital multimeter on films of similar
size. Such a difference could not be explained by the negligible differences in particle size
between SNPs synthesized with either a majority of PVP40 or PVP10. As the fraction of
PVP40 was increased in a SNP synthesis reaction, fewer clumps resulted following the
centrifuge and reclamation process.

5.

The resistivity of majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs [6.8(10)-4 Ω-cm] at temperatures
below their sintering temperature (115ºC) is smaller than that previously reported in the
literature for directly synthesized SNPs (no metallization additives incorporated into
solution). Dearden et al. (2005) reported an electrical resistivity of 1 Ω-cm at 125ºC.

6.

TGA revealed that PVP constituted less than 10% of the mass of SNP films, with results
smaller than 1% in majority PVP10-synthesized samples. TGA showed that majority
PVP40-synthesized SNPs typically had larger amounts of residual PVP than did majority
PVP10-synthesized SNPs. Several majority PVP40-synthesized SNP samples had the same
or lesser residual PVP than majority PVP10-synthesized SNP samples and still exhibited
much higher electrical resistivity at any curing temperature below their sintering
temperature. Therefore, no correlation was found between the residual PVP amount and
electrical resistivity at low temperatures. From this result, it was concluded that another
mechanism must account for differences in resistivity between majority PVP10synthesized SNPs and majority PVP40-synthesized SNPs.

7.

A novel AFM study of SNP surfaces revealed that PVP10-synthesized SNPs exhibited
areas of high stiffness—indicating regions of exposed silver, whereas PVP40-synthesized
SNPs exhibited very few areas of this increased stiffness. These exposed silver surfaces
revealed that, upon drying, the PVP in PVP40-synthesized SNPs covered silver more
extensively than did the PVP in PVP10-synthesized SNPs. The exposed surfaces also
account for the difference in resistivity of non-sintered SNPs.

8.

Two possible mechanisms were proposed to explain why PVP40-synthesized SNPs exhibit
higher electrical resistivity than PVP10-synthesized SNPs: (1) chain entanglement due to
the large polymer end-to-end distance of PVP40, which immobilize PVP40 between SNPs
that is not bonded to the surface of any SNP and (2) the greater probability that each
PVP40 chain will bond to multiple sites on a single SNP (also due to the larger polymer
end-to-end distance), which decreases the extent to which the polymer can shrink upon
removal of solvent. Both of these factors prevent silver from being exposed on the surface
of SNPs and thus impede the flow of electrical charge from one SNP to the next.
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Future Work
The electrical resistivity characteristics of majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs could make
possible the direct application of SNPs to a gelatin capsule at curing temperatures below 100°C.
This will help to prevent excessive brittleness of gelatin capsules. In practical E-pill applications,
the usefulness of low-temperature drying is limited: non-sintered SNP structures would be redispersed in most aqueous environments. In an E-pill environment with direct-on-pill printing, a
biocompatible sealant or epoxy would be essential should biocompatibility tests prove that SNPs
are toxic or induce argyria.
Incorporating low-metallization temperature additives (such as silver nitrate in DMF and
water) into SNP inks may allow for the creation of continuous metallic films at low curing
temperatures. The exposed silver surfaces of majority PVP10-synthesized SNPs might enhance
the efficacy of using metallization additives: upon heat treatment, these metallization additives
can create metallic bridges between nanoparticles at their open faces (Pastoriza-Santos and LizMarzan, 2002).
The SNPs could be re-dispersed in either water or alcohol solutions and adapted for a wide
variety of printing situations. Possible printing methods included inkjet printing (with wide
nozzles) using water and diethylene glycol, screen printing using water and diethylene glycol
and/or α-terpineol and ethylcellulose, and pad printing using propylene glycol and/or an organic
binder such as ethylcellulose in α-terpineol.
The applications of low-temperature characterization of SNPs are numerous. Applications
of the SNPs used in this study include electronic devices that utilize low-melting temperature
substrates as well as ingestible electronics. Ongoing investigations will be necessary to identify
suitable substrates for E-pill applications. Such substrates can be as simple as polyimide, which
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can withstand high heat for prolonged periods. Lower melting temperature substrates such as
polymethylmethacrylate or polycarbonate can also be used, but high temperatures may warp or
deform these substrates to an unusable degree.
Dealing with particle size considerations, the following characteristics need ongoing
testing:
1.

The lack of large particle response in Nanotrac, TEM, and CPSC gives pause as to how
large clumps of SNPs could form after the rinsing/centrifugation step. Additional highresolution characterization of the centrifuged, clumped SNPs will be necessary.

2.

The rinsing/centrifugation step needs to be refined to create increased yields of welldispersed SNPs that are useable in a wide variety of inking applications.

3.

Reducing the maximum particle size in bimodal MW PVP system to less than 100 nm
could help to broaden printing compatibility with inkjet printers that have a small nozzle
diameter.
While printing on polyimide substrates may offer enhanced sinterability of SNPs, a direct-

on-pill printing technique would be ideal for manufacturing efficiency and biocompatibility.
The nature of silver in the gastrointestinal tract can be addressed with the following
studies:
1.

The biocompatibility of sintered vs. non-sintered silver antennas will require its own study.

2.

A biocompatible epoxy may be able to protect silver antennas from releasing silver into the
digestive system and needs further research.

3.

Polyimide or other biocompatible substrates in sleeve form that contain printed silver
conductive traces must be shown to pass harmlessly through the digestive system.
Finally, if silver proves incompatible in the human body, other metal systems such as gold

or copper will need to be tested to see if they are viable alternatives without increasing electrical
resistivity, preventing the printing of fine structures, or being cost prohibitive. For these
materials, an analogous bimodal polymer protection mechanism like that developed in the
present study may used to produce low resistivity nanoparticles of other metals.
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The author of the present study hopes that this addition to scientific knowledge will be
adapted to a useful printing system that can create E-pills that help doctors, nurses, and other
health professionals offer better medical treatment for their patients.
God bless all those working in these fields and you, the reader.
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